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“1 NIGHT IN SAN DIEGO” Feature Film

METROPOLITAN ENTERTAINMENT
421 West 57th Street, New York, NY 10019

STATUS: January 7 LOCATION: San Diego - Los Angeles

PRODUCER: Pierce Cravens WRITER/DIRECTOR: Penelope Lawson CAST: Jenna Ushkowitz - Laura Ashley Samuels

Two young women embark on a comedic road trip to San Diego to try to reinvent themselves.

“1917” Feature Film

NEAL STREET PRODUCTIONS
26-28 Neal St., London WC2H 9QQ

STATUS: April 2019

PRODUCER: Pippa Harris - Jayne-Ann Tenggren WRITER: Sam Mendes - Krysty Wilson-Cairns
DIRECTOR: Sam Mendes LP: Callum McDougall CAST: George McKay - Dean-Charles Chapman

AMBLIN PARTNERS 100 Universal City Plaza Building 5121, Universal City CA 91608 818-733-7000 info@amblinpartners.com

UNIVERSAL PICTURES 100 Universal City Plaza Universal City, CA 91608 818-777-1000

A WWI drama. (Release Date: December 25, 2019)

“ABANDONED HEIGHTS” Feature Film

AMERICAN ZOETROPE / GPS FILM PARTNERS
916 Kearny Street, Sentinel Building, San Francisco, CA 94133
1633 Cosmo Street, Los Angeles, CA 90028


PRODUCER: Fred Roos - Mike Musante - Gregory Shockro - Krysanke Katsoolos - Rabinder Sira - Dallas Brennan
WRITER/DIRECTOR: Jack Stallings LP: Jimmy Price
CAST: Laurence Fishburne - Mira Sorvino - Stephen Dorff - F. Murray Abraham

FR PRODUCTIONS 1531 Colorado Ave., Santa Monica CA 90404 310-470-9212 frprod@earthlink.net

WILD INVENTION PICTURES wildinventionpictures@gmail.com

LIQUID MEDIA GROUP 53 West 36th Street Suite 205, New York, NY 10018

Nathaniel, a charming smooth talker, gets into hot water to protect his wife, but as events spiral out of control, he's forced to face the inner demons that define him.

“ABSENCE OF COURAGE” Feature Film

SILVER PICTURES
2434 Main Street, Santa Monica, CA 90405

STATUS: Development

PRODUCER: Ethan Erwin - Joel Silver WRITER: Yaroslav Altunin

A grief-stricken mother sets out to murder the world’s only superhero when he accidentally kills her daughter while battling his nemesis.

“ALEX RIDER” Series

ELEVENTH HOUR FILMS
2nd Floor, 104b St John Street, London, EC1M 4EH

STATUS: March 11 LOCATION: London

PRODUCER: Eve Gutierrez - Jill Green - Anthony Horowitz - Angie Daniell - Mat Chaplin WRITER/PRODUCER: Guy Burt
DIRECTOR: Andreas Prochaska

SONY PICTURES TELEVISION 10202 West Washington Blvd., Culver City, CA 90232 310-244-4000

Alex Rider charts the adventures of a reluctant teen spy on his missions to save the world. When an investigation into a series of mysterious deaths leads agents to an elite prep school for rebellious kids, MI6 assigns Alex Rider to the case. Before he knows it, Alex is hanging out with the sons of the rich and powerful, and something feels wrong. These former juvenile delinquents have turned well-behaved, studious—and identical—overnight. It's up to Alex to find out who is masterminding this nefarious plot, before they find him. (March - August)
JAMES PATTERSON ENTERTAINMENT / MILLARWORLD
435 Hudson 6th Floor, New York, NY 10014 leopoldo@jamespattersonent.com PHONE: 212-520-3044

STATUS: Fall 2019 LOCATION: Mexico
PRODUCER: Mark Millar SHOWRUNNER: Everardo Gout - Leopoldo Gout DIRECTOR: Everardo Gout

Multilingual (Spanish/English) series American Jesus follows a twelve-year-old boy who suddenly discovers he’s returned as Jesus Christ. He can turn water into wine, make the crippled walk, and, perhaps, even raise the dead! How will he deal with the destiny to lead the world in a conflict thousands of years in the making.

“AMMONITE” Feature Film

SEE-SAW FILMS
3rd Floor 45 Folgate Street, London United Kingdom E1 6GL info@see-saw-films.com PHONE: +44 20 3301 6268 FAX: +44 844 994 5035

STATUS: March 2019 LOCATION: London
PRODUCER: Iain Canning - Emile Sherman - Fodha Cronin O'Reilly WRITER/DIRECTOR: Francis Lee LP: Robert How
CAST: Kate Winslet - Saoirse Ronan
SIXTY SIX PICTURES hello@sixtysixpictures.com
BBC FILMS Zone A, 7th Floor BBC Broadcasting House Portland Place, London, United Kingdom, W1A 1AA +44 20 3614 4445
Set in a UK coastal town in the 1820s, the drama will follow the unlikely romance between palaeontologist Mary Anning and a London woman of means to whom she must unexpectedly play nursemaid.

“THE ANGEL OF DARKNESS” (aka “THE ALIENIST” 02) Series / TNT

ANONYMOUS CONTENT / PARLIAMENT OF OWLS
3532 Hayden Avenue, Culver City, CA 90232 alienistresumes@gmail.com PHONE: 310-558-6000

STATUS: Mid-April 2019 LOCATION: Budapest - London
WRITER/PRODUCER: Hossein Amini SHOWRUNNER: Frank Pugliese PM: Marco Greco
CAST: Daniel Bruhl - Luke Evans - Dakota Fanning
STUDIO T 3500 West Olive Avenue 15th Floor, Burbank, CA 91505 818-729-7300
PARAMOUNT TELEVISION 5555 Melrose Avenue, Hollywood, CA 90038 323-956-5000 paramount_careers@paramount.com
A gripping, turn-of-the-century murder mystery amidst the underbelly of New York City’s “Gilded Age,” The Alienist follows Dr. Laszlo Kreizler (Bruhl), a brilliant and obsessive “alienist” in the controversial new field of treating mental pathologies. In the first series, Kreizler was relentless in his pursuit of a never-before-seen ritualistic killer murdering young boys. He was joined by newspaper illustrator John Moore (Evans) and Sara Howard (Fanning), an ambitious secretary determined to become the city’s first female police detective. (April - September)

“ANNE WITH AN E” 03 Series / CBC - Netflix

NORTHWOOD ANNE INC
1123 Leslie Street, Toronto, ON M3C 2K5 a2production@anne2.com PHONE: 416-391-3315 FAX: 416-391-0926

STATUS: March 2019 LOCATION: Ontario
PRODUCER: Miranda de Pencier - Moira Walley-Beckett - Alex Sapot - Debra Hayward - Alison Owen LP: Tina Grewal
NORTHWOOD ENT. 70 The Esplanade, Suite 300, Toronto, ON M5V2S2 416-363-3838 info@northwoodentertainment.com
MONUMENTAL TELEVISION 26 Lloyd Baker Street, London England United Kingdom WC1X 9AW +442078339990
NETFLIX 5800 Sunset Boulevard, 12th Floor, Los Angeles, CA 90025 310-734-2900 lahiring@netflix.com
Anne is described as a coming-of-age story about an outsider who fights for acceptance, for her place in the world and for love. The drama revolves around a young orphaned girl who, after an abusive childhood spent in orphanages and the homes of strangers, is mistakenly seduced to live with an elderly spinster and her aging brother. Over time, 13-year-old Anne will transform their lives and eventually the small town in which they live, with her unique spirit, fierce intellect and brilliant imagination. While the new series will follow a similar storyline to the book that millions of readers around the world know and love, it will also chart new territory. Anne and the rest of the characters in and around Green Gables will experience new adventures reflecting timeless issues, including themes of identity, sexism, bullying, prejudice and trusting one's. (March - September)

“ARE YOU AFRAID OF THE DARK?” Feature Film

ACE ENTERTAINMENT
5555 Melrose Avenue DeMille Building, Suite 104, Los Angeles, CA 90038 robyn@aceprods.com PHONE: 323-956-1416

STATUS: Active Development LOCATION: New Orleans
PARAMOUNT PLAYERS 5555 Melrose Avenue, Hollywood, CA 90038 323-956-5000 paramount_careers@paramount.com
The show revolved around a group of teenagers who referred to themselves as The Midnight Society. Every week, at a secret location in the woods, one members would tell a scary story to the rest of the group, some of which were based on public domain fairy tales, short stories or urban legends.
**“ASCENSION”** Miniseries / HBO

ANONYMOUS CONTENT
3532 Hayden Avenue, Culver City, CA 90232
filmtv@anonymouscontent.com
PHONE: 310-558-6000 FAX: 310-558-4212

STATUS: Active Development
PRODUCER: Casey Affleck WRITER/DIRECTOR: Alfonso Cuarón CAST: Casey Affleck
ESPERANTO FILMOJ 15260 Ventura Blvd., Sherman Oaks, CA 91403 818-382-7810
SEA CHANGE MEDIA 25 Valley St., Pasadena, CA 91105 626-410-6170 peter@seachange-media.com

Horror genre series that tracks the origins of a cult. (Planning to start middle/late 2019 in the UK.)

**“AT MIDNIGHT”** Feature Film

BURN LATER PRODUCTIONS / THREE AMIGOS PRODUCTIONS
9465 Wilshire Blvd, Suite 3024, Los Angeles, CA 90212
david@burnlater.com
PHONE: 323-536-9298

STATUS: Active Development  LOCATION: Mexico
PRODUCER: David Bemon - Fred Berger - Brian Kavanaugh-Jones WRITER: Giovvanni Porta DIRECTOR: Linda Mendoza
CAST: Diego Boneta
GRANDVIEW/AUTOMATIK 7122 Beverly Blvd Suite F, Los Angeles, CA 90036 resumes@grandviewla.com
NETFLIX 5800 Sunset Boulevard, 12th Floor, Los Angeles, CA 90025 310-734-2900 lahirng@netflix.com

While shooting a movie in Mexico, a famous American actress and a younger Mexican Resort manager, struggle to conceal their love affair and reconcile their radically different lives.

**“ATYPICAL”** 03 Series / Netflix

MESQUITE PRODUCTIONS, INC.
201 N. Occidental Blvd., Stages 1-3, Los Angeles, CA 90026
antarcticaprodoffc@gmail.com
atypicalseason2@gmail.com

STATUS: Active Development  LOCATION: Los Angeles
PRODUCER: Mary Rohlich - Robia Rashid - Seth Gordon - Jennifer Jason Leigh - Brian Tanen LP: Maria Melograne
EXHIBIT A 1345 Seward St., Los Angeles, CA 90028 424-240-9036 asst@exhibitafil.com
SONY PICTURES TELEVISION 10202 West Washington Blvd., Culver City, CA 90232 310-244-4000
NETFLIX 5800 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood, CA 90028 310-734-2900 lahirng@netflix.com

A family comedy with a wide-eyed, ill-guided 18-year-old autistic male at the center. While Sam Watts (Gilchrist) is in some ways “normal” (he’s verbal, he attends a regular public high school, and he just realized he might like to date girls) he still has a hard time reading non-verbal cues, so much of the world is a mystery to him (especially girls). Despite the fact that he doesn’t have a mean bone in his body, Sam is blunt and straightforward. In fact, he doesn’t know how not to be. Sam knows a lot about Antarctica and if you happen to sit next to him on the bus for more than five minutes, you probably will, too. Sam’s disability earns him both scorn and intense loyalty from the people around him. For all the kids who taunt him at school, he has people at home and at work who defend and love him. Sam is very close to his family but as he approaches graduation he’s starting to realize it’s time to get ready to leave the nest. Sam narrates the series and brings us into his special, unique world.

**“AVENUE 5”** Pilot / HBO

SKYLINE FILMS
Suite 316, East Block, Forum Magnum Sq., London SE1 7GN
info@skylinofilms.co.uk
PHONE: +44 7836275584

STATUS: January 2019  LOCATION: London
PRODUCER: Steve Clark-Hall WRITER/DIRECTOR: Armando Iannucci LP: Kevin Loader PM: Juliette Woodcock
CAST: Hugh Laurie - Suzy Nakamura - Rebecca Front

Avenue 5 is set in the future, mostly in space. Laurie will play the lead Ryan Clark, the charming and in-control American Captain of Avenue 5. Nakamura will play Iris Kimura, right-hand to the billionaire owner of the company behind the Avenue 5. Front will play Karen Kelly, a middle-aged American housewife, who boarded Avenue 5 using her sister’s non-transferable ticket. Strong-willed, articulate, likeable. Karen finds herself becoming the voice of the passengers, enjoying her newfound power.

**“AWAKE”** Feature Film

ENTERTAINMENT ONE
175 Bloor Street East North Tower Suite 1400, Toronto, ON M4W 3R8
150 S E1 Camino Dr Suite 300, Beverly Hills, CA 90212
tvinfo@entonegroup.com
PHONE: 416-646-2400 - 310-407-0960
FAX: 416-979-9255 - 310-407-0961

STATUS: Summer 2019  LOCATION: Toronto
PRODUCER: Josh Clay Phillips WRITER: Mark Raso - Joseph Raso DIRECTOR: Mark Raso
NETFLIX 5800 Sunset Boulevard, 12th Floor, Los Angeles, CA 90025 310-734-2900 lahirng@netflix.com
A struggling American sports agent mired in debt decides to take drastic action in order to save his business, by helping Cuba's most famous baseball player defect to the United States. He soon realizes that he is entirely unprepared for what lies ahead, plunging into a world of traffickers, con-men and criminals. Based on the true stories of players who have risked everything to chase the American dream.
HOLD FAST PRODUCTIONS LLC
846 N. Cahuenga Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90038

STATUS: Late-July 2019 LOCATION: Los Angeles
SHOWRUNNER: Eric Overmeyer - Daniel Pyne
DIRECTOR: Alex Zakrzewski LP: Pieter Jan Brugge PM: Francisco Tignini
FABRIK ENTERTAINMENT 6161 Santa Monica Blvd., Suite 208, Los Angeles, CA 90038 323-785-5600
RED ARROW INTERNATIONAL 1411 5th Street Suite 300, Santa Monica, CA 90401 info@reddarowinternational.tv

When an attorney is murdered on the eve of his civil rights trial against the LAPD, Bosch is assigned to lead a task force to solve the crime before the city erupts in a riot. Bosch must pursue every lead, even if it turns the spotlight back on his own department. One murder intertwines with another, and Bosch must reconcile his past to find a justice that has long eluded him.

“BRAVE NEW WORLD” Series / Syfy

AMBLIN TELEVISION
100 Universal City Plaza Building 5121, Universal City, CA 91608

STATUS: Summer 2019 LOCATION: London
PRODUCER: Darryl Frank - Justin Falvey WRITER/PRODUCER: Grant Morrison - Brian Taylor
DIRECTOR: Owen Harris LP: Chris Thompson

UNIVERSAL CABLE PRODUCTIONS 100 Universal City Plaza, Universal City, CA 91608 818-777-1000

Set in in a world without poverty, war or disease. Humans are given mind-altering drugs, free sex and rampant consumerism are the order of the day and people no longer reproduce, but are genetically engineered in "hatcheries." Those who won't conform are forced onto "resevas." Challenges the system, threatening the entire social order.

“CALLS” Series / Apple

CANAL+ DECALE / STUDIO BAGEL PRODUCTIONS
85/89 quai André Citroen, Paris 75711 France

PHONE: +33 1 49 87 27 27 FAX: +33 3 44 03 55 85

STATUS: Active Development
PRODUCER: Lorenzo Benedetti - Shana Eddy WRITER/PRODUCER: Timothée Hochet

Calls takes storytelling innovation to the next level, allowing audiences to experience short stories through real-life audio sources and minimal visuals.

“CASTLE ROCK” 02 Series / Hulu

OLIVE AVENUE PRODUCTIONS LLC
100 Studio Way, Main Building, Second Floor, Devens, MA 01434

STATUS: March 1 LOCATION: Toronto
WRITER/PRODUCER: Sam Shaw - Dustin Thomason DIRECTOR: Michael Uppendahl - Dan Attias
LP: Robin Sweet PM: Colin Walsh PC: Jacqui Popelka 1AD: Anna Ramey Borden
BAD ROBOT PRODUCTIONS 1221 Olympic Blvd. Santa Monica, CA 90404 310-664-3456 bs@badrobot.com
WARNER BROS. TELEVISION 4000 Warner Blvd. Burbank, CA 91522-0001 818-954-6000 careers@warnerbros.com
HULU 2500 Broadway, Santa Monica, CA 90404 310-571-4700 content@hulu.com

A psychological-horror series set in the Stephen King multiverse, Castle Rock combines the mythological scale and intimate character storytelling of King's best-loved works, weaving an epic saga of darkness and light, played out on a few square miles of Maine woodland. The fictional Maine town of Castle Rock has figured prominently in King's literary career: Cujo, The Dark Half, IT and Needful Things, as well as novella The Body and numerous short stories such as Rita Hayworth and The Shawshank Redemption are either set there or contain references to Castle Rock. Castle Rock is an original suspense/thriller - a first-of-its-kind imagining that explores the themes and worlds uniting the entire King canon, while brushing up against some of his most iconic and beloved stories. Holland will play Henry, a death row attorney with a unique and complicated history in Castle Rock, Maine. Spacek, will play Ruth Deaver, the estranged adoptive mother of Henry (Holland) and a retired professor whose fading memories may hold a key to Castle Rock's unsettling past. Levy will play Jackie, the death-obsessed and self-appointed historian of Castle Rock. (March 1 – September 9)
aggression led to outright battles with invading forces and when Montezuma finally succumbed, he was killed by his countryman shortly after. The Spanish infiltration in the entire criminal justice system of Boston. (February - June)

City on a Hill is set in early 1990s Boston when the city was rife with violent criminals emboldened by local law enforcement agencies in which corruption and racism was the norm, until it suddenly all changed. The drama is a fictional account of what was called the "Boston Miracle." Driving that change is assistant district attorney Decourcy Ward (Hodge), who comes from Brooklyn and forms an unlikely alliance with a corrupt yet venerated FBI veteran, Jackie Rhodes (Bacon). Together, they take on a family of armored car robbers from Charlestown in a case that grows to involve, and ultimately subvert, the entire criminal justice system of Boston. (February - June)

“CLOSE BEFORE MIDNIGHT” Feature Film

To investigate his sister's disappearance, a small town outcast takes a job at the last place she was seen; a disturbing Halloween store that comes to life at midnight.

“CORTES” Series / Prime Video

Cortez led an infiltration into Mexico in 1519 —bringing a lust for gold and silver, religion, and diseases like smallpox—and right away developed a relationship with Aztec ruler Montezuma. Initially held as a guest/prisoner by the Aztec leader, Cortez eventually turned the tables. The Spanish aggression led to outright battles with invading forces and when Montezuma finally succumbed, he was killed by his countryman shortly after. The warring continued, and, Cortez fathered a child with Montezuma's daughter, following his death.
Eventually, Eddie's submarine makes it to the bottom of the sea, where he finds a house. In the house is Marion, a powerful (and tragic) Lady of the Lake. After her mother's death, she finds an unexpected partner in Arthur, a young mercenary, in a quest to find Merlin and deliver an ancient sword. Over the course of her journey, Nimue will become a symbol of courage and rebellion against the terrifying Red Paladins, and their complicit King Uther.

In a distant future where resources are sparse and space travel leads to new lawless frontiers, a pair of bounty hunters are in need of a big break. Begrudgingly teaming up with their competition, a small crew aboard the BEBOP find themselves chasing down a high profile target while avoiding mega-powerful businessmen and a violent crime syndicate. (April - September / Scouting locations in New Zealand, Australia, Spain, and Montreal.)
**“DEFENDING JACOB” (w/t "CORTEX")** Series / Apple

***ANONYMOUS CONTENT / NORSE CODE***
3532 Hayden Avenue, Culver City, CA 90232

**STATUS:** March 25  **LOCATION:** New England Studios
**PRODUCER:** Rosalie Swedlin - Adam Shulman **WRITER/PRODUCER:** Mark Bomback
**DIRECTOR:** Morten Tyldum LP: Stewart Lyons PM: Stewart Lyons CAST: Chris Evans

**PARAMOUNT TELEVISION** 5555 Melrose Avenue, Hollywood, CA 90038 323-956-5000 paramount_careers@paramount.com

Andy Barber has been an assistant district attorney in his suburban Massachusetts county for more than 20 years. He is respected in his community, tenacious in the courtroom, and happy at home with his wife, Laurie, and son, Jacob. But when a shocking crime shatters their New England town, Andy is blindsided by what happens next: his 14-year-old son is charged with the murder of a fellow student. Every parental instinct Andy has rallies to protect his boy. Jacob insists that he is innocent, and Andy believes him. Andy must. He's his father. But as damning facts and shocking revelations surface, as a marriage threatens to crumble and the trial intensifies, and as the crisis reveals how little a father knows about his son, Andy will face a trial of his own - between loyalty and justice, between truth and allegation, between a past he's tried to bury and a future he cannot conceive. (March 25 - August 9)

**“DESPERADOS”** Feature Film

***GOOD UNIVERSE***
9777 Wilshire Boulevard Suite 400, Beverly Hills, CA 90212

**STATUS:** April 2019  **LOCATION:** Mexico City & Cabo San Lucas, Mexico - New Orleans
**PRODUCER:** Kelli Konop - Mason Novick - Elizabeth Grave **WRITER:** Ellen Rapoport **DIRECTOR:** LP (Lauren Palmigiano)
**CAST:** Nasim Pedrad - Jason Mitchell - Danielle Brooks

**MXN ENTERTAINMENT** 1930 Curson Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90046 323-977-0377 mason@mxnentertainment.com

**LIONSGATE** 5800 Sunset Boulevard, 12th Floor, Los Angeles, CA 90025 310-734-2900 lahiring@netflix.com

Wesley Robbins, a 30-something single attorney with an unhealthy obsession with coupling up, thinks she's found the perfect man. But when he doesn't call for days after the first time they sleep together she freaks out and sends him a scathing email, only to learn he's been laid up in a Mexican hospital with some broken bones. On a whim, she and her girlfriends travel down south to erase the email before she ruins what she believes could be her one true love.

**“DOLLFACE”** Series / Hulu

***SCREEN ARCADE***
1800 Stanford Street, Santa Monica, CA 90404

**STATUS:** February 11  **LOCATION:** Los Angeles
**PRODUCER:** Bryan Unkeless - Scott Morgan - Margot Robbie - Brett Hedblom - Nicole King - Tom Ackerley - Stephanie Laing
**SHOWRUNNER:** Ira Ungerleider **WRITER/PRODUCER:** Jordan Weiss
**DIRECTOR:** Matt Spice/Various? LP: Melanie J. Elin CAST: Kat Dennings

**LUCKYCHAP ENTERTAINMENT** 400 Warner Blvd., Building 144, Burbank, CA 91522 818-954-1880 brett@luckychap.co.uk

**ABC SIGNATURE STUDIOS** 3800 West Alameda Avenue, Burbank, CA 91505 818-569-7500

Dennings plays a young woman who, after being dumped by her longtime boyfriend, must metaphorically re-enter the world of women, and rekindle the female friendships she left behind.

**“DOORMAN”** Feature Film

***CARRINGTON ENTERTAINMENT INC.***

doormanoffice2017@gmail.com

**STATUS:** January 14  **LOCATION:** Bucharest
**PRODUCER:** Harry Winer - Jason Moring - Mark Padilla - Stanley Preschutti - Michael Sears - Michael Emerson
**WRITER:** Lori Chezet - Joe Swanson - Harry Winer
**DIRECTOR:** Ryûhei Kitamura LP: Michael Baker PM: Shane Boucher PS: John Petti CAST: Katie Holmes

**SMASH MEDIA FILMS** 1208 Georgina Avenue, Santa Monica, CA 90402 310-526-3104 harry.winer@smashmediafilms.com

**M3 FILM GROUP** msearsm3@gmail.com

**DOUBLE DUTCH INTERNATIONAL** 38 Wellington St. E., Unit #5, Aurora, ON L4G 1H5 905-503-4700 info@doubledutchmedia.ca

A heist to steal priceless art from decades ago; a prestigious building housing New York's elite over countless years; and a doorman...unlike any other. An action packed thriller starring Holmes as Ali Gorski, a highly decorated ex-military sergeant turned doorman of The Carrington. During the Thanksgiving weekend, while all but few of the tenants are away and The Carrington is under renovations, a seedy plot to steal priceless artwork hidden deep within the walls of the building ensues. However, among the tenants that stayed behind for the holiday are Ali’s niece and nephew. Ali soon realizes that the only thing between them and the murderous thieves – is her.
**“DOWNHILL”** Feature Film

175 Varick Street Second Floor, New York, NY 10014
345 North Maple Drive Suite 202, Beverly Hills, CA 90210

PHONE: 646-568-3268 - 213-293-6949

ab@likely-story.com

**LIKELY STORY**

STATUS: January 9 LOCATION: Austria

PRODUCER: Anthony Bregman - Stefanie Azpiazu - Greg Zuk - Ruben Ostinloud - Erik Hemmendorff WRITER: Jesse Armstrong

DIRECTOR: Jim Rash & Nat Faxon LP: Jo Homewood

CAST: Julia Louis-Dreyfus - Will Ferrell - Miranda Otto - Zoë Chao - Zach Woods

B STORY 3300 Airport Avenue 2nd Floor, Santa Monica, CA 90405 310-439-5177

FOX SEARCHLIGHT 10201 W. Pico Blvd., Bldg. 38 Los Angeles, CA 90035 310-369-1000

On a ski vacation with his family, Pete Stanton (Ferrell), shows a side of himself that forever changes his relationships with his wife and children. In the face of danger during an avalanche, he runs - leaving his wife and kids to fend for themselves. In the days that follow, he must come to terms with his cowardice.

**“DRACULA”** Series / BBC One - Netflix

3A Paradise Road, Richmond, Surrey TW9 1RX

PHONE: +44 (0) 20 3668 3060 FAX: +44 (0) 20 3668 3050

films.tv@hartwoodfilms.co.uk

**HARTSWOOD FILMS**

STATUS: March 4 LOCATION: Bray Film Studios

PRODUCER: Sue Vertue - Ben Irving - Larry Tanz WRITER/PRODUCER: Mark Gatiss - Steven Moffat

DIRECTOR: Jonny Campbell LP: Di Barton PM: Andi Coldwell PS: Susan Warwicker CAST: Claes Bang

NETFLIX 5800 Sunset Boulevard, 12th Floor, Los Angeles, CA 90025 310-734-2900 lahirging@netflix.com

Dracula will begin in Transylvania in 1897, where the blood-drinking Count is drawing up his plans against Victorian London. (March 4 - July 26)

**“DRUDGE”** Feature Film

COTA FILMS

ben@cotafilms.com

**COTA FILMS**

STATUS: Development

PRODUCER: Ben LeClair WRITER: Cody Broter

Before The Huffington Post and Breitbart News, there was The Drudge Report. This is the story of how oddball internet reporter Matt Drudge broke the Lewinsky Scandal, and nearly took down a presidential administration.

**“THE DUCHESS”** Series / Netflix

345 North Maple Drive Suite 202, Beverly Hills, CA 90210

PHONE: 323-866-6000 FAX: 323-866-6099

info@productionweekly.com
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**ATLANTIQUE PRODUCTIONS**

7 rue du Dôme, Boulogne-Billancourt 92100 France

PHONE: +33 1 40 74 78 88 FAX: +33 1 40 74 78 89

sonia@atlantique-productions.fr

**ATLANTIQUE PRODUCTIONS**

STATUS: March 4 LOCATION: Paris, France

PRODUCER: Patrick Spence - Katie Swinden - Alan Poul - Glen Ballard WRITER/PRODUCER: Jack Thorne

DIRECTOR: Damien Chazelle LP: Marc Jenny

FIFTY FATHOMS 4th Flr Shepherd's Bldg. Central, Charecroft Way, London W14 0EE adamlebovits@fiftyfathomsproductions.com

BOKU FILMS 1041 North Formosa Avenue Formosa Bldg., #196, West Hollywood, CA 90046 323-850-3880 apoul.asst@gmail.com

INTREPID ENTERTAINMENT info@glennballard.com

IMG WORLDWIDE 2049 Century Park East Suite 4100, Los Angeles, CA 90067 424-653-1900 FAX: 424-653-1914

NETFLIX 5800 Sunset Boulevard, 12th Floor, Los Angeles, CA 90025 310-734-2900 lahirging@netflix.com

A musical drama will feature dialogue in French, English and Arabic. Set in contemporary Paris, it revolves around a club, its owner, the house band, and the chaotic city that surrounds them.
ENZO FERRARI

PARAMOUNT PICTURES 5555 Melrose Avenue, Hollywood, CA 90069

PRODUCER/DIRECTOR: Michael Mann
LP: Kevin Halloran

The millennium version of Curb Your Enthusiasm, follows Remi (David), who’s recently been dumped by his boyfriend and is determined to “win” the break up with the help of her friends. She’s a little neurotic and a little more narcissistic, and as she tries to come out on top, her dependence on social media keeps dragging her back down. It’s a dry, super funny look at millennial romance — and how it can all fall apart.

“EMMA” Feature Film

WORKING TITLE FILMS
9720 Wilshire Blvd., 4th Fl. Beverly Hills, CA 90212
26 Aybrook Street, London England United Kingdom W1U4AN

PRODUCER: Tim Bevan - Eric Fellner - Jo Walledt
WRITER: Autumn de Wilde PM: Rachel Neale CAST: Anya Taylor-Joy
BLUEPRINT PICTURES 43-45 Charlotte Street, London W1T 1RS UK. +44 0207 580 6915 enquiries@blueprintpictures.com
FOCUS FEATURES 100 Universal City Plaza, Universal City, CA 91608 818-777-7373 info@focusfeatures.com

Emma Woodhouse is perfectly content with her life and sees no need for either love or marriage. Nothing, however, delights her more than interfering in the romantic lives of others. But when she ignores the warnings of her good friend Mr. Knightley and attempts to arrange a suitable match for her protégée Harriet Smith, her carefully laid plans soon unravel and have consequences that she never expected. (March 18 - May 24)

THE END OF THE FUCKING WORLD” 02 Series / Netflix - Channel 4

CLERKENWELL FILMS / DOMINIC BUCHANAN PRODUCTIONS
82-84 Clerkenwell Rd., 2nd Fl., London EC1M 5RF

PRODUCER: Kate Ogborn - Dominic Buchanan - Andy Baker - Murray Ferguson - Ed Macdonald
WRITER: Charlie Covell
DIRECTOR: Jonathan Entwistle LP: Vaughan Watkins
NETFLIX 5800 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood, CA 90028 310-734-2900 info@netflix.com

Follows James and Alyssa, two teenagers living a seemingly typical teen experience as they face the fear of coming adulthood. It tells their story through each character’s perspective, jumping between points of view with each chapter. But quickly, this somewhat familiar teenage experience takes a more nihilistic turn as James’s character exhibits a rapidly forming sociopathy that threatens both of their futures. He harbors violent fantasies and begins to act on them, while Alyssa remains as willfully ignorant for as long as she can, blinded by young love. The story highlights the disdain, fear and existential search that many teenagers fear, but through a road trip drama that owes as much to Badlands as The Catcher in the Rye.

“CECCHI GORI MEDIA
5555 Melrose Avenue, Bob Hope 203, Los Angeles, CA 90038

PRODUCER: Vittorio Cecchi Gori - Gabrielle Israeliovici - Wei Han - Qi Lin - Christopher Woodrow - Michael Bassick
WRITER: Troy Kennedy Martin - David Rayfiel

PRODUCER/DIRECTOR: Michael Mann LP: Kevin Halloran - Enzo Sisti (Italy) CAST: Hugh Jackman
FORWARD PASS, INC. 12233 Olympic Boulevard Suite 340, Los Angeles, CA 90064 310-207-3738 FAX: 310-571-3447
VENDIAN ENTERTAINMENT 630 5th Avenue, Suite 2000, New York, NY 10111 212-390-8355 info@vendiangent.com
WILD BUNCH AG / INSIDERS 99 Rue de la Verrerie, Paris 75004 +33 1 53 01 50 20 vmaraval@wildbunch.eu
YOOZOOPICTURES 9000 Sunset Blvd., Suite 1200, West Hollywood, CA 90069 424-270-0788
TWENTIETH CENTURY FOX 10201 West Pico Boulevard, Los Angeles, CA 90035 310-369-1000

A biopic of automotive mogul Enzo Ferrari, whose family redefined the idea of the high powered Italian sports car and practically spawned the concept of Formula One racing. Ferrari’s ambition to build and race the finest cars in the world amidst the conflicts of two world wars, the rise of fascism in his country and family tragedies left little room for personal relationships. The film takes place in 1957, a year where passion, failure, success and death and life all collided in Ferrari’s battle for supremacy against rival Maserati.
“EVE26” Feature Film

285 PICTURES

thedecade1@yahoo.com

STATUS: January 10  LOCATION: Los Angeles - Joshua Tree
PRODUCER: James Portolese  WRITER/DIRECTOR: Tara Subkoff  CAST: Caroline Vreeland - Vikram Chatwal
26 year old Eve is a gorgeous & sexy hybrid, half human and half Artificial Intelligence. Found dead, she was revived by a team of devious, cold-blooded government scientists, who programmed her to be a murderous femme fatale, able to access criminal databases & identify serial sex criminals in (literally) a wink of an eye. Tortured by memories of her 3 year old daughter Mary, Eve has stepped outside the protocols of her government masters, & has become a rogue killer, using her not-quite-excised memories of her past life to help her narrow in on her child's current location -- while effortlessly terminating those who stand in her way.

“EVERYTHING HAPPENS TO LEAH CHEN” Feature Film

LUBER ROKLIN ENTERTAINMENT
5815 Sunset Boulevard Suite 206, Los Angeles, CA 90028

rkiyan@luberroklin.com

PHONE: 310-289-1088  FAX: 310-289-1288

STATUS: Development
REPRESENTATION: Randy Kiyan - C.J. Curtis
WRITER: Lauren Minnerath
GERSH 9465 Wilshire Boulevard Sixth Floor, Beverly Hills, CA 90212 310-274-6611 cjcurtis@gersh.com
When her longtime friend and secret crush returns home from years abroad, a lonely twenty-something fresh off a breakup sees an opportunity to finally have everything go her way. However, her hopes are upended when she meets her friend’s gorgeous new fiancée, and finds herself oddly drawn to this mysterious woman.

“The Eyes of Tammy Faye” Feature Film

THE EYES OF TAMMY FAYE
5815 Sunset Boulevard Suite 206, Los Angeles, CA 90028

freckleasst@freckle-films.com

PHONE: 646-830-3365

 STATUS: February 2019  LOCATION: Natchez, Mississippi
PRODUCER: Gigi Pritzker - John Norris - Kelly Carmichael
WRITER: Abe Sylvia
DIRECTOR: Tate Taylor
1AD: Cleta Ellington
CAST: Jessica Chastain

When her longtime friend and secret crush returns home from years abroad, a lonely twenty-something fresh off a breakup sees an opportunity to finally have everything go her way. However, her hopes are upended when she meets her friend’s gorgeous new fiancée, and finds herself oddly drawn to this mysterious woman.

“F.A.S.T.” Feature Film

HEYDAY FILMS
4000 Warner Blvd., Bldg. 81, Rm. 207 Burbank, CA 91522

office@heydayfilms.com

PHONE: 818-954-3004 | +44-207-836-6333
FAX: 818-954-3017 | +44-207-836-6444

STATUS: April 29
PRODUCER: David Heyman - Jeffrey Clifford
WRITER/DIRECTOR: Taylor Sheridan
CAST: Chris Pratt

Follows a former special forces commando (Pratt), who’s recruited by the DEA to lead a black ops strike team targeting drug dealers who are protected by the CIA.

“Fast and Furious 9” Feature Film

FF9 PRODUCTIONS LLC

ff9submissions@gmail.com

STATUS: April 8  LOCATION: London - Hawaii
WRITER: Daniel Casey
DIRECTOR: Justin Lin
CAST: Vin Diesel - Michelle Rodriguez - Tyrese Gibson

ONE RACE FILMS 100 Universal City Plaza Bungalow 4113, Universal City, CA 91608 818-777-7717

PERFECT STORM ENTERTAINMENT 1850 Industrial St., The Penthouse, LA, CA 90021 323-546-8886 info@perfectstorm.com

UNIVERSAL PICTURES 100 Universal City Plaza, Universal City, CA 91608 818-777-1000

(April 8 - August 9 / Release Date: April 10, 2020)
their home to help out. His impact on the whole family is much greater than anyone could have
after learning that his terminally ill wife (who is just 38 years old) has six months to live, a man welcomes the support of his best friend who moves into their home to help out. Despite not being able to tell if she was even real. The student eventually goes to her home — conveniently located on Fear Street — only to be told by her brother that she’s in fact dead. (March - August)

“THE FIGHTING SHIRLEY CHISHOLM” Feature Film

JUVEE PRODUCTIONS
3500 W. Olive Suite 1470, Burbank, CA 91505
info@juveeproductions.com
PHONE: 818-557-1255

STATUS: Active Development
PRODUCER: Viola Davis - Julius Tenmon - Stephanie Allain - Mel Jones
WRITER: Adam Countee
HOMEGROWN PICTURES, INC. 11684 Ventura Boulevard Suite 800, Studio City, CA 91604
AMAZON STUDIOS 1620 26th St. N. Bldg., 4th Flr, Santa Monica, CA 90404 310-573-2305
amazonstudioscontactus@amazon.com

Davis will star as the U.S. Representative who was both the first woman and the first person of color to seek a major American political party’s nomination for President. Chisholm ran for the U.S. House of Representatives in 1968 from New York’s 12th congressional district and became the first black woman elected to Congress. In January 1972 she announced her presidential bid in a Baptist church in her Brooklyn district. That election ended with George McGovern getting the Democratic nomination and losing to incumbent Republican President Richard Nixon.

“FOUNDATION” Series / Apple

SKYDANCE TELEVISION
1661 Lincoln Boulevard 4th Floor, Santa Monica, CA 90404
info@skydance.com

STATUS: July 2019 LOCATION: Prague / Ireland
PRODUCER: David Ellison - Dana Goldberg - Marcy Ross - Robyn Asimov
WRITERS OFFICE 1438 N. Gower Street, Box 49, Los Angeles, CA 90028 323-468-5203
PHANTOM FOUR 6255 Sunset Boulevard, Suite 909, Los Angeles, CA 90028 323-978-1100

Isaac Asimov’s Foundation is the complex saga of humans scattered on planets throughout the galaxy, all living under the rule of the Galactic Empire. The protagonist is a psycho-historian who has an ability to read the future and foresees the empire’s imminent collapse. He sets out to save the knowledge of mankind from being wiped out. (July - January)

“FRAT BOY GENIUS” Feature Film

THE GOTHAM GROUP
1041 N. Formosa Ave., Suite 200 Formosa West Building, West Hollywood, CA 90046
max@gotham-group.com

STATUS: Development
REPRESENTATION: Max Goldfarb - Stacey Lubliner
WRITER: Elissa Karasik
A disgruntled employee of Snapchat tells the rise of her former Stanford classmate, preeminent douchebag and current boss Evan Spiegel.

“THE FRIEND” Feature Film

PRODUCTION OFFICE
thefriendresumes@gmail.com

STATUS: February 19 LOCATION: Fairhope, AL
PRODUCER: Kevin Walsh - Michael Pruss - Ryan Stowell - Teddy Schwarzman
DIRECTOR: Gabriela Cowperthwaite
SCOTT FREE PRODUCTIONS 614 North La Peer Drive Los Angeles, CA 90069
BLACK BEAR PICTURES 1739 Berkeley Street, Santa Monica, CA 90404 424-291-6000

After learning that his terminally ill wife (who is just 38-years-old) has six months to live, a man welcomes the support of his best friend who moves into their home to help out. His impact on the whole family is much greater than anyone could have imagined. (February 19 - March 29)
“GREEN KNIGHT” Feature Film

A young woman’s Halloween celebration is turned upside-down when harassers don’t take no for an answer and she must flee through the dark streets of New York alone. (February 15 - March 4)

“GREENLAND” Feature Film

Seven characters deal with the effects of change in L.A.’s Boyle Heights. Bi-cultural millennials and old-school paisano business owners hustle to create spaces that celebrate their Latinx identities, even while faced with rent hikes, a housing crisis, and a steady stream of outsiders threatening to gentrify their barrio. (March - June)

“GENTLE-FIED” Series / Netflix

Seven characters deal with the effects of change in L.A.’s Boyle Heights. Bi-cultural millennials and old-school paisano business owners hustle to create spaces that celebrate their Latinx identities, even while faced with rent hikes, a housing crisis, and a steady stream of outsiders threatening to gentrify their barrio. (March - June)

“GET HOME SAFE” Feature Film

A young woman’s Halloween celebration is turned upside-down when harassers don’t take no for an answer and she must flee through the dark streets of New York alone. (February 15 - April 5)

“G.I. JOE - SNAKE EYES” Feature Film

A young woman’s Halloween celebration is turned upside-down when harassers don’t take no for an answer and she must flee through the dark streets of New York alone. (February 15 - March 4)

“GREENLAND” Feature Film

A discredited father is determined to get his family to the place which, in four days, will be the only safe place left on Earth.
"THE HALF OF IT" Feature Film

LIKELY STORY
175 Varick Street Second Floor, New York, NY 10014
ab@likely-story.com
PHONE: 646-568-3268

STATUS: Mid-April 2019  LOCATION: New York
PRODUCER: Anthony Bregman - Mary Jane Skalski
WRITER/DIRECTOR: Alice Wu
NEXT WEDNESDAY PRODUCTIONS 15900 Riverside Dr. West, Ste 4A, New York, NY 10032 maryjane@nextwednesdayfilms.com
NETFLIX 5800 Sunset Boulevard, 12th Floor, Los Angeles, CA 90025 310-734-2900 lahiring@netflix.com

The dramedy revolves around an Asian LGBT lead.

"HAPPILY" Feature Film

MARS IS FOR LOVERS LLC

STATUS: January 14  LOCATION: Los Angeles
PRODUCER: Sophie Tanner
WRITER: George Young
DIRECTOR: Jamie Patterson

Chloe Usher's had enough of being asked why she's 'still single'; people can't seem to understand why she's not freaking out about the slippery slope to spinsterhood. But, as far as Chloe's concerned, life is sweet; she's happy, she loves her job, her friends and her flat share next to Brighton beach. One summer evening, after being told that she will never know what love is until she has children, she decides to say 'actually, I do!' and announces to her friends that she's going to marry herself. She's not quite prepared for the huge reaction to her news on social media and finds herself thrust firmly into the public eye; suddenly she's a spokesperson for every crazy cat lady out there. With the warm support of her colorful extended family, Chloe attempts to justify her self wedding and the events that unfold take her on a bumpy journey of self-discovery - making exciting new connections and settling old ghosts.

"HARRY'S ALL NIGHT HAMBURGERS" Feature Film

MAD CHANCE PRODUCTIONS
4000 Warner Boulevard Building 81, Suite 208, Burbank, CA 91522
andrew@madchance.com
PHONE: 818-954-3500  FAX: 818-954-3586

STATUS: Development
PRODUCER: Andrew Lazar - Benjamin Simpson
WRITER: Michael Sherman - Steve Desmond
WARNER BROS. PICTURES 4000 Warner Blvd. Burbank, CA 91522-0001 818-954-6000 careers@warnerbros.com

When a down on his luck high school senior discovers that the old roadside diner outside of town is secretly a hangout for parallel universe travelers, he sets off on a mind-bending adventure across the multiverse that takes him beyond his wildest dreams.

"HER OWN WOMAN" Feature Film

EVOLUTION DIGITAL FILMS LIMITED

STATUS: May 6  LOCATION: United States - United Kingdom
PRODUCER: Stuart Villard
DIRECTOR: Eric Karson (karsonweb@sbcglobal.net)

The unsuccessful musician gets a phone call about his dying alcoholic father who left him when he was nine but wants to reconnect with him before he passes away. He now has to face his inner demons in order to forgive the man who's caused so much pain in his life and let go of anger & resentment.

"HIGHTOWN" (aka "P-TOWN") Series / Starz

JERRY BRUCKHEIMER TELEVISION
1631 Tenth Street, Santa Monica, CA 90404
jobs@jbfilms.com
PHONE: 310-664-6260  FAX: 310-664-6261

STATUS: March 2019  LOCATION: Long Island, NY
PRODUCER: Jerry Bruckheimer - Jonathan Littman - Kristie Anne Reed - James Oh
SHOWRUNNER: Gary Lennon
WRITER/PRODUCER: Rebecca Cutter
CAST: Monica Raymund

An officer with the National Marine Fisheries Service, Jackie Quinones (Raymund) is a "gold star lesbian" who parties hard in P-Town, aka Cape Cod's Provincetown, where the gay subculture reigns supreme. When she finds a dead body that has washed up on the beach, she's questioned by Ray Abruzzo, a detective with the state's Cape Cod Drug Task Force, who is determined to crack the case. A drug & alcohol addict, Jackie winds up in rehab after a felony DUI that may cost her her job, while Ray faces his own personal demons when he befriends the wife of the man he suspects of murder. But Jackie & Ray's paths may soon cross again as Ray's investigation into the Cape Cod drug trade intensifies, & the bodies start piling up.
and placing strains on the life she is trying to escape.

Winnie has poured enough of her life experiences into her new book that the lines become blurred. Invested in her work, while plagued by prominent mental health issues, she forgets what is real and what is a hallucination. Winnie begins to embody her characters, losing herself in her altered reality and placing strains on the life she is trying to escape.
**EYE PRODUCTIONS INC.**
175 Lakewood Way SW, Atlanta, GA 30315
insatiableprod@gmail.com

STATUS: March 4 
LOCATION: Atlanta
PRODUCER: Ryan Seacrest - Nina Wass - Andrea Shay - Todd Hoffman - Dennis Kim - Andrew Fleming
WRITER/PRODUCER: Lauren Gussis LP: Suzanne Geiger PM: Cyrus Yavneh 1AD: Chip Signore
RYAN SEACREST MEDIA 5750 Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles, CA 90036 323-934-2384 ryan@ryanseacrest.com
STORIED MEDIA GROUP 2866 Colorado Ave., Santa Monica, CA 90404 310-421-4211 info@storiedmg.com
CBS TELEVISION STUDIOS 4024 Radford Avenue Studio City, CA 91604 818-655-1500
NETFLIX 5800 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood, CA 90028 310-734-2900 info@netflix.com

Insatiable was inspired by real-life Southern lawyer and top beauty pageant coach Bill Alverson. It focuses on Bob, a disgraced, dissatisfied civil lawyer-turned-beauty-pageant coach who takes on Patty (Ryan), a vengeful, bullied teenager as his client, and has no idea what he’s about to unleash upon the world. Patty used to be a fat girl who found solace through eating, but after she has her jaw broken, she loses about 70 pounds and turns out to be gorgeous. The daughter of a beautiful alcoholic who’s just gotten her 60 day AA chip, Patty finds her life taking an unexpected turn when her lawyer, Bob, who’s also a beauty pageant coach, offers to help her become a professional beauty queen. (March 4 - June 25)

**“INSECURE” 04 Series / HBO**

PLANE MEETS PAPER PRODUCTIONS
10202 Washington Blvd. Barrymore Bldg. Culver City, CA 90232
1600 Rosecrans Avenue, Bldg. 2A, Manhattan Beach, CA 90266 insecureseason2@gmail.com

STATUS: July 2019 
LOCATION: MBS Studios
3 ARTS ENTERTAINMENT 9460 Wilshire Boulevard Seventh Floor, Beverly Hills, CA 90212 310-888-3200 mrotenberg@3arts.com
ISSA RAE PRODUCTIONS info@issarae.com

The comedy focuses on the awkward experiences and racy tribulations of a modern day African-American woman through the eyes of Issa Dee, played by Rae. Ellis will play Lawrence, Issa’s depressed and unemployed boyfriend, who has been getting his act together for four years. Orji is Molly, Issa’s best friend. While very successful in her corporate work life, she is very unsuccessful in her love life.

**“INTELLIGENCE” Series / Sky One**

EXPECTATION ENTERTAINMENT
8b Ledbury Mews North, London United Kingdom W11 2AF info@expectationentertainment.com
PHONE: +4402037907575

STATUS: Active Development
PRODUCER: Nerys Evans WRITER/PRODUCER: Nick Mohammed CAST: David Schwimmer - Nick Mohammed
DARK HARBOR STORIES darkharbortom@aol.com

The six-part series is a workplace comedy series based in Cheltenham and set in the UK’s Government Communications Headquarters. Schwimmer plays a power-hungry, maverick NSA agent who joins an inept and tactless computer analyst (Mohammed) and a newly-formed team tackling cybercrime. What could go wrong?

**“JUMANJI 2” Feature Film**

**PASSERGER PRODUCTIONS INC.**
1415 Constitution Road SE, Atlanta, GA 30316
j2resumes2018@gmail.com
PHONE: 404-418-4146

STATUS: January 21 
LOCATION: Atlanta - Los Angeles - Canada
PRODUCER: Matt Tolmach - Dany Garcia - Hiram Garcia WRITER: Scott Rosenberg - Jeff Pinkner
DIRECTOR: Jake Kasdan 2UD: Wade Eastwood LP: David Householter PM: Mika Saito 1AD: Matt Rebenkoff
CAST: Dwayne Johnson - Kevin Hart - Jack Black - Karen Gillan
MATT TOLMACH PROD. 10202 W Washington Blvd, Stage 6, 7th Flr, Culver City, CA 90232 310-244-7298 kh@tolmachprods.com
SEVEN BUCKS PRODUCTIONS news@sevenbucks.com
POPULAR MISCONCEPTION INC. 10201 W. Pico Blvd., Bldg. 310, Los Angeles, CA 90035 310-369-1941
SONY PICTURES ENTERTAINMENT 10202 W. Washington Blvd, Culver City, CA 90232 310-244-4000
(January 21 - April 26 / Release Date: December 13, 2019)

**“KING RICHARD” Feature Film**

STAR THROWER ENTERTAINMENT
720 Huntley Drive Suite 107, Los Angeles, CA 90069 info@sthrower.com
PHONE: 310-855-9009

STATUS: Development
PRODUCER: Tim White WRITER: Zach Baylin
The true story of Richard Williams, the hard-nosed and uncompromising father of tennis prodigies turned superstars, Venus and Serena Williams.
soon finds himself seduced by the city's illicit charms and dragged into a web of underground criminality.

Set in 1985, the series will follow the exploits of Les Norton, a country bloke from outback Queensland. On the run from his troubled past, he blows into Sydney where he lands a job as a bouncer at a notorious illegal casino in Kings Cross. A classic fish out of water who’s desperate to get home, he soon finds himself seduced by the city’s illicit charms and dragged into a web of underground criminality.

“THE KOMINSKY METHOD” 02 Series / Netflix

WARNER BROS. TELEVISION
4000 Warner Blvd., Bldg. 43, Room 2200, Burbank, CA 91522

STATUS: Active Development  LOCATION: Los Angeles
PRODUCER: Nick Bakay - Mackenzie Gabriel - Al Higgins - Bob Broder
WRITER/DIRECTOR: Chuck Lorre LP: Marlis Pujol

In the single-camera comedy, Douglas is playing Sandy Kominsky, an actor who years ago had a brief fling with success and is now a revered Hollywood acting coach. Arkin plays his long-suffering agent and friend, Norman Edelstein. Travis will play Lisa. She is not your typical acting student; she’s fifty-something, down to earth, and has a 18-year-old son at home. After her recent divorce, she decided to do something for herself and take acting lessons from the great Sandy Kominsky. As she gets to know the man behind the myth, they connect and start on a late-in-life romance that takes them both by surprise.

“LADIES DAY” (aka “CHARMING THE HEARTS OF MEN”) Feature Film

CHARMING PSC INC.

STATUS: Mid-May 2019  LOCATION: Atlanta - Spain
PRODUCER: Richard Lewis  -  David Brown  -  Daniel Diamond
WRITER/DIRECTOR: Susan DeRose
HIGH HOPES PRODUCTIONS | LIBERTY HOUSE 3423 Piedmont Rd NE, Ste 318, Atlanta, GA 30305
QED INTERNATIONAL 11601 Wilshire Blvd., #1900, Los Angeles, CA 90025 213-618-3750 sales@qedintl.com

1964: In a time when racial unrest threatened the values of the South, no one could envision that a single word would change the destiny of women. After the death of her father, Southern belle Grace Gordon is left with a big house, a few loyal servants, and barely a dime to pay the bills. As the battle over civil rights percolates around her, Grace struggles to find gainful employment, or, better yet, a rich husband. Her only marketable skill is her charm. Little did she know that that charm would change the course of history. (Offer out to Alec Baldwin.)

“LES NORTON” Series / ABC

ROADSHOW ROUGH DIAMOND
1 Garden St., South Yarra, VIC 3141 Australia

STATUS: Active Development  LOCATION: Australia
WRITER/PRODUCER: Morgan O’Neill - Christopher Lee - Samantha Winston - Shanti Gudgeon - Malcolm Knox - Jessica Tuckwell
DIRECTOR: Jocelyn Moorhouse - Fadia Abboud - David Caesar - Morgan O’Neill
CAST: Rebel Wilson - David Wenham - Alexander Bertrand

Set in 1985, the series will follow the exploits of Les Norton, a country bloke from outback Queensland. On the run from a troubled past, he blows into Sydney where he lands a job as a bouncer at a notorious illegal casino in Kings Cross. A classic fish out of water who’s desperate to get home, he soon finds himself seduced by the city’s illicit charms and dragged into a web of underground criminality.
A couple fights to hold their relationship together as a memory loss virus spreads and threatens to erase the history of their lives. Suspicious of Mia and her motives, Elena is determined to uncover the secrets in Mia's past. But her obsession will come at a huge price. The story revolves around Lisa and Simon, a couple in love in modern-day Paris. She is a student in a hotel management school and expects more from their relationship than he does. After an evening turns sour and puts him in danger, Simon suddenly up and leaves France. Lisa waits for news from Simon, but it never comes. Several years later, their paths cross once again on the Indian Ocean. The TV series will go beyond the headlines to look at the funny, romantic, heartfelt, inspiring and unexpected lives of immigrants in America, at a time when their stories are more relevant than ever.

**“LISA REDLER” Feature Film**

LES FILMS PELLÉAS
25, rue Michel-Le-Comte, 75003 Paris
PHONE: +33 1 42 74 21 00  FAX: +33 1 42 74 21 00
lesfilmspelleas@pelleas.fr

STATUS: January 28  LOCATION: Paris - Switzerland - Mauritius
PRODUCER: Philippe Martin - David Thion WRITER: Nicole Garcia - Jacques Fieschi DIRECTOR: Nicole Garcia
CAST: Pierre Niney - Stacy Martin - Benoît Magimel

The story revolves around Lisa and Simon, a couple in love in modern-day Paris. She is a student in a hotel management school and expects more from their relationship than he does. But after an evening turns sour and puts him in danger, Simon suddenly up and leaves France. Lisa waits for news from Simon, but it never comes. Several years later, their paths cross once again on the Indian Ocean. (January 28 - April 12)

**“LITTLE AMERICA” Series / Apple**

EPIC
1427 Sanborn Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90027
PHONE: 323-236-9931
jb@epicmagazine.com

STATUS: April 2019
PRODUCER: Joshua Bearman - Joshua Davis - Alan Yang - Arthur Spector SHOWRUNNER: Lee Eisenberg
WRITER/PRODUCER: Kumail Nanjiani - Emily V. Gordon
QUANTITY ENTERTAINMENT 500 South Buena Vista Street, Burbank, CA 91521818-560-7154
UNIVERSAL TELEVISION 100 Universal City Plaza, Blvd. 1360, 3rd Fl. Universal City, CA 91608 818-777-3655

A small, collective portrait of America’s immigrants — and thereby a portrait of America itself. The TV series will go beyond the headlines to look at the funny, romantic, heartfelt, inspiring and unexpected lives of immigrants in America, at a time when their stories are more relevant than ever.

**“LITTLE FIRES EVERYWHERE” Series / Hulu**

HELLO SUNSHINE / SIMPSON STREET
9720 Wilshire Boulevard 4th Floor, Beverly Hills, CA 90212
PHONE: 310-777-3119
hello@hellosunshine.com

STATUS: May 2019
PRODUCER: Lauren Neustadter - Pilar Savone - Celeste Ng WRITER/PRODUCER: Liz Tigelaar
CAST: Reese Witherspoon - Kerry Washington
ABC SIGNATURE STUDIOS 3800 West Alameda Avenue, Burbank CA 91505 818-569-7500
HULU 2500 Broadway, Santa Monica, CA 90404 310-571-4700 FAX: 310-571-4883 content@hulu.com

In Shaker Heights, a placid, progressive suburb of Cleveland, everything is planned — from the layout of the winding roads, to the colors of the houses, to the successful lives its residents will go on to lead. And no one embodies this spirit more than Elena Richardson, whose guiding principle is playing by the rules. Enter Mia Warren — an enigmatic artist and single mother — who arrives in this idyllic bubble with her teenage daughter Pearl, and rents a house from the Richardsons. Soon Mia and Pearl become more than tenants: all four Richardson children are drawn to the mother-daughter pair. But Mia carries with her a mysterious past and a disregard for the status quo that threatens to upend this carefully ordered community. When old family friends of the Richardsons attempt to adopt a Chinese-American baby, a custody battle erupts that dramatically divides the town — and puts Mia and Elena on opposing sides. Suspicious of Mia and her motives, Elena is determined to uncover the secrets in Mia's past. But her obsession will come at unexpected and devastating costs.

**“LITTLE FISH” Feature Film**

GRANDVIEW/AUTOMATIK
7122 Beverly Blvd Suite F, Los Angeles, CA 90036
resumes@grandviewla.com

STATUS: January 2019  LOCATION: Vancouver
PRODUCER: Brian Kavanagh-Jones - Rian Cailh - Gemma Levinson WRITER: Mattson Tomlin
DIRECTOR: Lucy Tcherniak CAST: Olivia Cooke

A couple fights to hold their relationship together as a memory loss virus spreads and threatens to erase the history of their love and courtship.
Looking for Alaska thrusts us into the perspective of Miles “Pudge” Halter who is done with his safe life at home. His whole life has been one big non-event, and his obsession with famous last words has only made him crave “the Great Perhaps” even more (Francois Rabelais, poet). He heads off to the sometimes crazy and anything-but-boring world of Culver Creek Boarding School, and his life becomes the opposite of safe. Because down the hall is Alaska Young. The gorgeous, clever, funny, sexy, self-destructive, screwed up, and utterly fascinating Alaska Young. She is an event unto herself. She pulls Pudge into her world, launches him into the Great Perhaps, and steals his heart. Then. . . After. Nothing is ever the same. (March 25 - July 19)

THE LOVEBIRDS Feature Film

STATUS: January 21 LOCATION: New Orleans
PRODUCER: Tom Lassally - Martin Gero - Karine Martin - Todd Schulman WRITER: Aaron Abrams - Brendan Gall
DIRECTOR: Michael Showalter LP: Ben Ormand PS: Loren Brock 1AD: Joe Camp CAST: Kumail Nanjiani - Issa Rae - J.J. Abrams
3 ARTS ENTERTAINMENT 9460 Wilshire Boulevard Seventh Floor, Beverly Hills, CA 90212 310-888-3200 tlassally@3arts.com
QUINN’S HOUSE 2029 Century Park East, Los Angeles, CA 90067 | SEMI-FORMAL PRODUCTIONS 323-963-6010
MEDIA RIGHTS CAPITAL 9665 Wilshire Boulevard 2nd Floor, Beverly Hills, CA 90212 310-786-1600 info@mrcpl.com
Seven years into their relationship, Eric (Nanjiani) & Julie (Rae) have begun to realize that a majority of their time spent together consists of arguing. In a frustrating attempt to go out to eat, a sudden accident makes Eric & Julie murder suspects on the run. A night spent fleeing the cops and the real murderer gives them plenty of time to discuss their relationship. (January 21 - February 27)

LOVECRAFT COUNTRY Series / HBO

STATUS: April 2019 LOCATION: Atlanta
PRODUCER: J.J. Abrams - Ben Stephenson - Jordan Peele - Sonya Winton - Jonathan Kidd - Win Rosenfeld - Matt King
WRITER/PRODUCER: Misha Green DIRECTOR: Yann Demange LP: Bill Carraro PM: Dana Scott
CAST: Jurnee Smollett - Courtney B. Vance - Aunjanue Ellis - Elizabeth Debicki
BAD ROBOT PRODUCTIONS 1221 Olympic Blvd. Santa Monica, CA 90404 310-664-3456 info@badrobot.com
MONKEYPAW 2121 Avenue of the Stars, Ste 2150, Los Angeles, CA 90067 323-593-7595 alex@monkeypawproductions.com
DIAMOND BACK ENTERTAINMENT billcarraro@gmail.com
WARNER BROS. TELEVISION 4000 Warner Blvd. Burbank, CA 91522-0001 818-954-6000 careers@warnerbros.com
Lovecraft Country follows Atticus Black (Majors) as he joins up with his friend Letitia (Smollett-Bell) and his Uncle George (Vance) to embark on a road trip across 1950s Jim Crow America in search of his missing father. Thus begins a struggle to survive and overcome both the racist terrors of white America and the terrifying monsters that could be ripped from a Lovecraft paperback. Vance’s George Black, has always been more like a father to Atticus (Majors). Warm, funny, and well read, he was the first to introduce Atticus to the wonderful and strange world of pulp novels. As the publisher of the “Safe Negro Travel Guide” he’s been on enough adventures to understand there’s no place like home. Ellis is Hippolyta Black, George’s wife, Atticus’s aunt, and a star gazer. She’s been a housewife most of her life with dreams of getting into some adventures of her own, despite her husband’s misgivings. Her itch for adventure will eventually, literally and figuratively, take her to the stars and beyond. Debicki portrays Christina Braithwhite, the only daughter of Samuel Braithwhite, the leader of a secret order calling themselves the “Sons of Adam.” She’s gone to great lengths to earn her father’s respect, to no avail. She’s going to pave her own path to power, and she’s going to use Atticus and his family to do it. (April - December)
About the legendary African American entrepreneur and philanthropist. Madam C.J. Walker tells the untold and highly irreverent story of black hair care pioneer and mogul Madam C.J. Walker and how she overcame hostile turn-of-the-century America, epic rivalries, tumultuous marriages and some trifling family to become America's first black, self-made female millionaire, Spencer stars as Sarah Breedlove, famously known as Madam C.J. Walker. The daughter of slaves, Walker was orphaned at seven, married at 14 and widowed at 20. She spent the better part of the next two decades laboring as a washerwoman for $1.50 a week. Then — with the discovery of a revolutionary hair care formula for black women — everything changed. By her death in 1919, Walker managed to overcome astonishing odds, building a storied beauty empire from the ground up, amassing wealth unprecedented among black women and devoting her life to philanthropy and social activism. Along the way, she formed friendships with great 20th century political figures such as W.E.B. Du Bois and Booker T. Washington. (April - August)

“MARCELLA” 03 Series / ITV – Netflix

BUCCANEER MEDIA LTD.

1st Floor, 1 Lorenzo Street, London WC1X 9DJ, UK

enquiries@buccaneermedia.com
buccaneerproductions19@gmail.com

PHONE: +44 (0)20 3179 1260

STATUS: March 4  LOCATION: United Kingdom - Northern Ireland

PRODUCER: Tony Wood - Nicola Larder - Andrew Woodhead - Annie Harrison-Baxter - Chris Ballantyne

WRITER/PRODUCER: Hans Rosenfeldt

LP: Amanda Black
PM: Zoe Burke

NETFLIX 5800 Sunset Boulevard, 12th Floor, Los Angeles, CA 90025 310-734-2900 lahiring@netflix.com

Set in contemporary London, Marcella aims to bring Scandinavian noir to the streets of Britain. The title character is a detective in her late 30s who returns to the Metropolitan Police’s Murder Squad after a 12-year career break to start a family. With the abrupt end to her marriage and isolated from her daughter at boarding school, Marcella returns to work while attempting to make sense of what’s happened in her life. She is immediately assigned to investigate a spate of recent killings which bear the hallmarks of unsolved murders committed over a decade prior, a case on which she first worked in 2003. Has the killer reappeared or is a copycat murderer responsible for these recent deaths? (March - August)

“The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel” 03 Series / Amazon

PICROW STREAMING INC.

25 Washington Ave., Ste. 4400, Brooklyn, NY 11225

marvelousmrsmaisels1@gmail.com

PHONE: 917-671-4690  FAX: 917-671-4691

STATUS: February 15  LOCATION: Miami, FL

PRODUCER: Dan Palladino WRITER/DIRECTOR: Amy-Sherman Palladino LP: Dhana Rivera Gilbert

1AD: Mariela Comitini

AMazon STUDIOS 1620 26th St. N. Bldg., 4th Flr, Santa Monica, CA 90404 310-573-2305 amazonstudioscontactus@amazon.com

It’s 1958 Manhattan and Miriam “Midge” Maisel (Brosnahan) has everything she’s ever wanted—the perfect husband, two kids, and an elegant Upper West Side apartment perfect for hosting Yom Kippur dinner. But her perfect life suddenly takes an unexpected turn and Midge discovers a one that changes her life forever. She charts a course that takes her from her comfortable life on Riverside Drive, through the basket houses and nightclubs of Greenwich Village as she storms the world of stand-up comedy…a course that will ultimately lead her to a spot on Johnny Carson’s couch. (February 15 - September 5)

“Medical Police” Series / Netflix

ABOMINABLE PICTURES, INC.

3330 Cahuenga Blvd. W., Ste 300, Los Angeles, CA 90038

info@abominablepictures.com

PHONE: 310-388-9827

STATUS: January 21  LOCATION: Los Angeles

WRITER/PRODUCER: Rob Corddry - Krister Johnson - Jonathan Stern - David Wain

DIRECTOR: David Wain - Bill Benz

CAST: Erinn Hayes - Rob Huebel

NETFLIX 5800 Sunset Boulevard, 12th Floor, Los Angeles, CA 90025 310-734-2900 lahiring@netflix.com

Two American physicians (Erinn Hayes & Rob Huebel) stationed at a pediatric hospital in São Paulo, Brazil discover a civilization-threatening virus and are recruited as government agents in a race against time to find a cure & uncover a dark conspiracy. An action-packed thriller, mystery, & love story spun off from the world (and absurd comedic sensibility) of Children's Hospital. (January 21 - March 15)
after he loses his first case.

Follows Casi, who works in New York as a successful public defender. He begins to s

PRODUCER: Scott Free Productions

614 North La Peer Drive Los Angeles, CA 90069

SCOTT FREE PRODUCTIONS

10202 W. Washington Blvd., Stage 6, Culver City, CA 90232 310-244-7298 mt@tolmachprods.com

MARVEL STUDIOS 500 South Buena Vista Street, Burbank, CA 91521 818-244-7298 ml@tolmachprods.com

TRISTAR PRODUCTIONS 10202 W. Washington Blvd. Culver City, CA 90232 310-244-4000

A feature project centered on Spider-Man antihero Morbius the Living Vampire. Morbius is Dr. Michael Morbius, a scientist who suffered from a rare blood disease and attempted to cure himself to disastrous results. He instead became afflicted with a condition that was a form of vampirism — the thirst for blood, along with fangs and super strength — and fought Spider-Man. Over time, however, he became a slightly heroic figure in his own right. (February - May)

“MY GLORY WAS I HAD SUCH FRIENDS” Series / Apple

BAD ROBOT PRODUCTIONS

1221 Olympic Blvd. Santa Monica, CA 90404

PHONE: 310-664-3456 FAX: 310-664-3457

STATUS: Active Development


WARNER BROS. TELEVISION 4000 Warner Blvd. Burbank, CA 91522-0001 818-954-6000 careers@warnerbros.com

The story showcases the power of friendship and the resilience of the human spirit as it follows an extraordinary group of women who supportedSilverstein as she waited for a second life transplant.

“The Mysterious Benedict Society” Series / Hulu

SONAR ENTERTAINMENT

2121 Avenue of the Stars Suite 2150, Los Angeles, CA 90067

PHONE: 310-230-7140

STATUS: Active Development LOCATION: Prague

WRITER/PRODUCER: Phil Hay - Matt Manfredi

HULU 2500 Broadway, Santa Monica, CA 90404 310-571-4700 content@hulu.com

“Are you a gifted child looking for special opportunities?” Dozens of children respond to this peculiar ad in the newspaper and are then put through a series of mind-bending tests, which readers take along with them. Only four children—two boys and two girls—succeed. Their challenge: to go on a secret mission that only the most intelligent and inventive children could complete. To accomplish it they will have to go undercover at the Learning Institute for the Very Enlightened, where the only rule is that there are no rules. But what they'll find in the hidden underground tunnels of the school is more than your average school supplies. So, if you're gifted, creative, or happen to know Morse Code, they could probably use your help.

“A Naked Singularity” Feature Film

SCOTT FREE PRODUCTIONS

614 North La Peer Drive Los Angeles, CA 90069

PHONE: 310-659-1577 FAX: 310-360-2251

STATUS: Development

PRODUCER: Tony Ganz WRITER: David Matthews DIRECTOR: Chase Palmer CAST: John Boyega

3311 PRODUCTIONS 6255 Sunset Blvd. Suite 1600, Los Angeles, CA 90028 323-319-5060 info@3311productions.com

Follows Casi, who works in New York as a successful public defender. He begins to strain under the weight of his work and starts to question everything after he loses his first case.
HBO NETWORK - HOME BOX OFFICE / MUTANT ENEMY  
2500 Broadway Suite 400, Santa Monica, CA 90404 

PHONE: 310-382-3123  FAX: 310-201-9293 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATUS: June 2019</th>
<th>LOCATION: London</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PRODUCER: Bernie Caufield (<a href="mailto:bernie@berniec.net">bernie@berniec.net</a>) SHOWRUNNER: Joss Whedon - Jane Espenson</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRITER/DIRECTOR: Joss Whedon LP: Duncan Muggoch</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An epic science fiction drama about a gang of Victorian women who find themselves with unusual abilities, relentless enemies, and a mission that might change the world. (June - February)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### “OFF THE RAILS” Feature Film

BILL KENWRIGHT LTD. / BLACK CAMEL PRODUCTIONS  
BK1 House, 1 Venice Walk, London W2 1RR United Kingdom  

PHONE: +44 20 7446 6200

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATUS: Q1 2019</th>
<th>LOCATION: Scotland - Spain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PRODUCER: Bill Kenwright - Arabella Page Croft WRITER: Amber Trentham DIRECTOR: Jules Williamson LP: Dan Shepherd</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A female comedy about three 50-something women who re-live their youth.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### “OTTOMAN RISING” Series / Netflix

KARGA SEVEN PICTURES  
1201 W 5th St, Ste M-150, Los Angeles, CA 90017  

PHONE: 323-570-0507  FAX: 323-389-3700

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATUS: February 2019</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PRODUCER: Sarah Wetherbee - Kelly McPherson - Emre Sahin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STX ENTERTAINMENT 3900 W. Alameda Ave. 32nd Floor, Burbank, CA 91505 310-742-2300 <a href="mailto:recruitment@stxentertainment.com">recruitment@stxentertainment.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NETFLIX 5800 Sunset Boulevard, 12th Floor, Los Angeles, CA 90025 310-734-2900 <a href="mailto:lahiring@netflix.com">lahiring@netflix.com</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ottoman Rising tells the epic story of Mehmed II known as Mehmed the Conqueror. It chronicles his astonishing and fabled rise from 13-year-old Child Sultan to toppling Constantinople and becoming the ruler of the Ottoman Empire in the 15th century.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### “THE OUTSIDER” Series / HBO

TEMPLE HILL ENTERTAINMENT  
9255 Sunset Boulevard Suite 900, West Hollywood, CA 90069  

PHONE: 310-270-4383  FAX: 310-270-4395

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATUS: February 4</th>
<th>LOCATION: Atlanta</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PRODUCER: Marty Bowen - Jack Bender - Stephen King - Michael Costigan WRITER/PRODUCER: Richard Price</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIRECTOR: Jason Bateman LP: David Auge CAST: Ben Mendelsohn</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEDIA RIGHTS CAPITAL 9665 Wilshire Boulevard 2nd Floor, Beverly Hills, CA 90212 310-786-1600 <a href="mailto:info@mrcpl.com">info@mrcpl.com</a></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGGREGATE FILMS 100 Universal City Plaza Bungalow 4144, Universal City, CA 91608 818-778-8180</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investigators in a small Oklahoma town are confounded over an unspeakable crime that’s been committed. An eleven-year-old boy’s violated corpse is found in a town park. Eyewitnesses and fingerprints point unmistakably to one of Flint City’s most popular citizens. He is Terry Maitland, Little League coach, English teacher, husband, and father of two girls. Detective Ralph Anderson, whose son Maitland once coached, orders a quick and very public arrest. Maitland has an alibi, but Anderson and the district attorney soon add DNA evidence to go with the fingerprints and witnesses. Their case seems ironclad. (February 4 - July 31)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### “A PAIR OF SILVER WINGS” Feature Film

BRITISH FILM COMPANY // SILVER WINGS FILM  
The Priory, Holybourne, Hampshire GU34 4HH UK  

PHONE: +44 20 7446 6200

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STATUS: March 25</th>
<th>LOCATION: England - Malta - Northern Italy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PRODUCER: Steve Milne - Alec Mackenzie - Katryna Samut-Tagliaferro WRITER: James Holland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIRECTOR: Steven Hall LP: Nigel Goldsack - Simone Bachini (Italy) PM: Cornelia Azzopardi Schellmann CAST: William Hurt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inspired by real people and events and based on the novel by renowned Military Historian James Holland, A Pair of Silver Wings, follows the experiences of a young Spitfire Pilot over the skies of England in 1941, through the dark days of the Siege of Malta to the bitter partisan struggle in Italy. Our film is set in two time-frames, that of the Second World War and events in 1995 during the 50th anniversary of the end of the War. At its heart are the great losses he suffers. Despite being an emotional roller-coaster we leave him and our audience with a sense of hope for the future, and that despite great loss, he is, finally, able to move his life forward. (March 25 - June 21)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
When the renowned aviation hero and rabid isolationist Charles A. Lindbergh defeated Franklin Roosevelt by a landslide in the 1940 presidential election, fear invaded every Jewish household in America. Not only had Lindbergh, in a nationwide radio address, publicly blamed the Jews for selfishly pushing America toward a pointless war with Nazi Germany, but upon taking office as the thirty-third president of the United States, he negotiated a cordial “understanding” with Adolf Hitler, whose conquest of Europe and virulent anti-Semitic policies he appeared to accept without difficulty. (March - August)

When she's just seven years old, Beth Harmon is able to win her first chess game. Her senses grow sharper, her thinking clearer, and for the first time in her life she feels herself fully in control. By the age of sixteen, she's competing for the U.S. Open championship. But as she hones her skills on the professional circuit, the stakes get higher, her isolation grows more frightening, and the thought of escape becomes all the more tempting.
“REEF BREAK” Series / ABC - M6
M6 METROPOLE TELEVISION
89, Ave. Charles de Gaulle, Neuilly Sur Seine France 92575
PHONE: (331) 419-26666 FAX: (331) 419-26229
www.paradigmagency.com

STATUS: January 7  LOCATION: Queensland, Australia
PRODUCER: Ken Sanzel CAST: Poppy Montgomery - Desmond Chiam - Ray Stevenson
ABC STUDIOS / ABC STUDIOS INTERNATIONAL 500 South Buena Vista Street, Burbank, CA 91521 818-560-1000

Reef Break is described as a sexy, action-packed drama starring Montgomery as Cat Chambers, a thief turned fixer for the Governor of a stunning and seductive Pacific Island paradise. Impulsive, reckless, and irresistible, Cat’s less-than-perfect past gives her an instinctive gift for understanding crime and criminals as she becomes enmeshed in fast-paced, high octane adventures and island intrigue. Cat’s reappearance also makes waves for old friends, enemies, and lovers, including an FBI agent ex-husband, her imprisoned crime boss, and a police detective lover who is in over his head. Each episode will be a character-driven cocktail of crime, surf, sex and sunshine, and for Cat, the lines between work and play have never been bluer.

“THE RIGHTEOUS GEMSTONES” Series / HBO

PRODUCTION OFFICE
4600 Goer Drive, Ste. 101, N. Charleston, SC 29406 therighteousgmsproduction@gmail.com

STATUS: March 4  LOCATION: Charleston, SC
PRODUCER: David Gordon Green - Jody Hill - John Carcieri - Jeff Fradley - Brandon James
ROUGH HOUSE PICTURES 6320 W. Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90028 323-469-3161 auhlmann@roughhousepictures.com

The story of a world-famous televangelist family with a long tradition of deviance, greed, and charitable work in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ. Goodman will star as Eli Gemstone, the patriarch of the Gemstone family. The character is described as unbending and a force in the ministry game. He’s known the world over for his aggressive salvation techniques, his worldwide ministries and his award-winning weekly television program. His light is fading, but he takes no guff. He is obeyed, unquestioned. McBride will portray Jesse Gemstone, the eldest son and heir to the throne. He walks in his father’s shadow while simultaneously blazing his own path. Like Eli, Jesse takes no shit and demands loyalty from those in his circle and surrounds himself by those that will follow him. Jesse fancies himself a maverick in the ministry game, taking what Eli has built and expanding it for a more modern audience.

“THE ROW II: A NEW CHAPTER” Feature Film

EMMETT/FURLA/OASIS FILMS (EFO FILMS)
8200 Wilshire Blvd., 3rd Fl., Beverly Hills, CA 90211

PHONE: 323-213-4650  FAX: 323-327-9198
asst@efofilms.com

STATUS: January 7  LOCATION: Miami
PRODUCER: Randall Emmett - George Furla - Tim Sullivan - Alex Eckert - Mark Stewart WRITER: Sarah Scougal
DIRECTOR: Mike Burns LP: Bernard Salzman
MOVIEPASS FILMS 670 Broadway 4th Floor, New York, NY 10012 877-646-2892 info@moviepass.com
LIONS_GATE 2700 Colorado Ave. Suite 200, Santa Monica, CA 90404 310-449-9200 resumes@lionsgate.com

In the wake of a gruesome year, Riley Cole returns as a prolific, brave member of the Vanterton Phi Lambda Chapter, only to discover that her haunting past with The Dollface Killer has not yet ended, and must decide between retreating in fear, or moving forward with courage and conviction to save her fellow sisters and herself. (January 7 - 27)

“SEIZED” Feature Film

PREMIERE ENTERTAINMENT GROUP
1201 W. 5th Street Suite M-120, Los Angeles, CA 90017

PHONE: 213-534-3139
www.premiereent.com
gabriela@premiereent.com

STATUS: January 14  LOCATION: Baja California, Mexico
PRODUCER: Rafael Primorac - Michael Rocco - Daniel Lief WRITER: Richard O. Lowry
DIRECTOR: Isaac Florentine (director@isaacflorentine.com) CAST: Scott Adkins

A former special forces agent’s son is kidnapped and buried inside a casket in the desert. If he wants to see his son alive again, then he must complete three missions in under 5.5 hours before his son runs out of oxygen. His missions are to wipe out three dangerous international mobs.

“The Seventh” Feature Film

HOLLANDER ENTERTAINMENT

russell@hollanderentertainment.com
PHONE: 310-845-6050

STATUS: Development
REPRESENTATION: Russell Holland - Chris Smith - Mark Ross - Zac Simmons WRITER: Julian Silver - Reiss Clauson-Wolf
PARADIGM 8942 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills, CA 90211 310-288-8000 webinfo@paradigmagency.com

A revered American army regiment prepares to fight the Lakota Sioux in the ill-fated Battle of the Little Bighorn. The untold true story of Custer’s Last Stand, from an egomaniacal leader to the officers and soldiers trying to avert disaster, and the failures that sealed their fate.
**“SPINNING OUT”** Series / Netflix

12-06-18 ★

**SKATE PRODUCTIONS INC.**
6 Curity Ave., Toronto, ON M4B 1X2

**PRODUCER:** Tory Tunnell - Jody Harold - Matt Schwartz

**DIRECTOR:** Elizabeth Allen Rosenbaum LT: Derek Rappaport PM: Michael Bawcutt PC: Hulya Eroz

**CAST:** Willow Shields - Will Tudor - Samantha Isler - cute - Tory 

**PRODUCTION OFFICE**
5300 Melrose Ave., Clinton Bldg., Los Angeles, CA 90038

**PHONE:** 323-734-2900 **FAX:** 323-734-2900

**LOCATION:** Toronto

**STATUS:** January 28

**“STALKING MARY”** (aka “BY FAITH ALONE”) Telefilm / Lifetime

12-13-18 ★

**PRODUCTION OFFICE**
2963 Lake City Way, Burnaby, BC V5A 2Z6

**PHONE:** 604-628-2380 **FAX:** 604-628-2380

**STATUS:** Mid-January 2019

**LOCATION:** Vancouver

**PRODUCER:** Timothy O. Johnson - Navid Soofi

**WRITER:** Michael Vickerman

**JOHNSON PROD GROUP** 1917 W 4th Ave., Ste 585, Vancouver, BC V6J 1M7

604-628-2380 info@johnsonproductiongroup.com

**On a normal afternoon, Mary Stafford & her eight year old daughter Beth are kidnapped by a disturbed man, led to his home & locked in a closet. Over the course of weeks, Mary endures unspeakable abuse while studying her captor, Ming, and praying that she’ll find a way to escape.**

**“THE STAND-IN”** Feature Film

12-06-18 ★

**POLYPHEMUS STAND-IN, INC**
1000 Dean Street, Suite 204, Brooklyn, NY 11238

**PHONE:** 929-256-2309

**STATUS:** January 14

**LOCATION:** New York

**PRODUCER:** Ember Truesdell - Chris Miller - Nancy Juvonen-Fallon - Tom McNulty

**WRITER:** Sam Bain

**DIRECTOR:** Jamie Babbit LP: Ken Hendley 1AD: Jane Ferguson CAST: Drew Barrymore

**FLOWER FILMS** 7360 Santa Monica Boulevard, West Hollywood, CA 90046 323-876-7400 nancy@flowerfilms.com

**THE EXCHANGE** 6420 Wilshire Blvd., Ste 900, Los Angeles, CA 90036 310-935-3760 info@theexchange.ws

It tells the story of a disaffected comedy actress and her ambitious stand-in trading places. Candy is a washed-up movie star, busted for a tax evasion, who hires her unemployed, adoring stand-in Paula to do community service in her place. However, a weird co-dependent relationship ensues as Candy begins to use Paula as a stand-in in all parts of her life to escape from the stressful demands of fame. Eventually, Paula starts to take over Candy’s identity, career and boyfriend, finally kicking Candy out of her own house, where she is forced to survive in the real world for the first time while Paula lives the celebrity life of her dreams, until her boyfriend discovers the truth about the woman he’s sleeping with. (January 14 - February 18)
“STARGIRL” Series / DC Universe

BERLANTI PRODUCTIONS // AMBIENT SOUNDS PRODUCTIONS LLC
4000 Warner Boulevard Building 142, Burbank, CA 91522

STATUS: February 4    LOCATION: Atlanta
PRODUCER: Greg Berlanti - Sarah Schechter - Melissa Carter     WRITER/PRODUCER: Geoff Johns
DC ENTERTAINMENT 2900 W Alameda Ave., Burbank, CA 91505 818-977-5400
WARNER BROS. TELEVISION 4000 Warner Blvd. Burbank, CA 91522-0001 818-954-6000 careers@warnerbros.com

The series reimagines Stargirl and the very first superhero team, the Justice Society of America, in a fun, exciting and unpredictable series. Courtney Whitmore (aka Stargirl) is smart, athletic and above all else kind. This high school teenager’s seemingly perfect life hits a major speed bump when her mother gets married and her new family moves from Los Angeles, California, to Blue Valley, Nebraska. Struggling to adapt to a new school, make new friends and deal with a new step-family, Courtney discovers her step-father has a secret; he used to be the sidekick to a superhero. (February 4 – August 26)

“STINGRAY” Feature Film

ALASKA PRODUCTIONS INC.

status@alaskaproductions.com

 STATUS: March 2019    LOCATION: Vancouver
PRODUCER: John Schwarz - Michael Schwarz - Tyler Jackson
WRITER/DIRECTOR: Anthony Hayes LP: Arielle Boisvert 1AD: Stacey Harding
CAST: Jon Bernthal - Joel Edgerton - Noomi Rapace - Anthony Hayes
DEEPER WATER | FULL CLIP PRODUCTIONS michael@fullclip.com
BRIGHTLIGHT PICTURES 2400 Boundary Road, Burnaby, BC V5M 3Z3 604-628-3000 shawn@brightlightpictures.com
UNIFIED PICTURES 19773 Bahama Street, Northridge, CA 91324 818-576-1006 keith@unifiedpictures.com
SABOTEUR MEDIA 799 Washington Street, New York, NY 10014 212-897-3922 sales@saboteurmedia.com

Raymond (Bernthal) is a lackey for the timber mafia. But when he accidentally kills the brother of the mob boss in town (Edgerton); Ray is beaten to a pulp and told he must kill one member of his own family or Craig will send men to slaughter all of Raymond’s relatives. His entire family is at his dad Henry’s house to celebrate him returning from prison and the thugs surround the house to make sure Raymond gets the job done. Realizing it won’t stop until Raymond pays his debt, the family prepares to take on the mafia together.

“SUCCESION” 02 Series / HBO

SOURDOUGH PRODUCTIONS, LLC
42-22 22nd Street, Fourth Floor, Long Island City, NY 11101
53-16 35th Street, Fourth Floor, Long Island City, NY 11101

STATUS: January 23    LOCATION: New York
PRODUCER: Adam McKay - Will Ferrell - Frank Rich - Kevin Messick - Jane Tranter - Georgia Pritchett - Ilene Landress
WRITER/PRODUCER: Jesse Armstrong LP: Scott Ferguson 1AD: Amy Lauritsen
GARY SANCHEZ 1041 N. Formosa Ave, Formosa S. Bldg., W Hollywood, CA 90046 323-465-4600 gary@garysanchezprods.com

Follows the saga of the Roys, a fictional American global media family that is not only rich and powerful but also powerfully dysfunctional. The drama\n
“SWAGGER!” Series / Apple

IMAGINE TELEVISION STUDIOS / THIRTY FIVE MEDIA
150 S. El Camino Dr., Suite 100, Beverly Hills, CA 90212

STATUS: Active Development    LOCATION: East Coast
PRODUCER: Brian Grazer - Francie Calfo - Kevin Durant - Rich Kleiman WRITER/DIRECTOR: Reggie Rock Bythewood
CBS TELEVISION STUDIOS 4024 Radford Avenue Studio City, CA 91604 818-655-1500

A basketball-themed drama, inspired by Kevin Durant’s youth basketball experiences. It explores the world of AAU basketball in the nation’s capital, and the players, their families and coaches who walk the fine line between dreams and ambition, and opportunism and corruption.
He's sensitive, understanding... and, quite possibly, too good to be true. His hopes for a romance with her have been dashed, and quite possibly a wolf in sheep's clothing. After a wild night with a girl he met at a nightclub results in a hookup but not a relationship, he runs into her again and is determined to prove his worth. But when he runs into her again, he's determined to win her back, proving he's sensitive, understanding... and, quite possibly, too good to be true.

**“SWEET MAGNOLIAS”** Pilot / Netflix

1311 Abbott Kinney Boulevard, Venice, CA 90291

**TEAM DOWNEY**

susan@teamdowney.com

PHONE: 310-450-5100

**PRODUCER:** Aaron Kaplan - Dana Honor

**WRITER/DIRECTOR:** Jim Mickle

**LOCATION:** New Orleans

**STATUS:** Pilot / Hulu

**OUTER BANKS**

SWEET TOOTH

Sweet Tooth is the coming-of-age fable of Gus, a boy/deer hybrid who leaves home to find the world ravaged by a cataclysmic event. He joins a ragtag family of hybrids and humans searching to find answers behind the event...ultimately discovering a vast conspiracy that forces him to question his very existence. (May 21 - June 19)

**TALES FROM THE LOOP**

Set in modern day New York, three South Carolina women, best friends since high school, as they shepherd each other through the complexities of romance, career, and family.

**TALL GIRL**

6TH & IDAHO

Based on the acclaimed art of Swedish artist Simon Stålenhag, Tales from the Loop explores the town and people who live above “The Loop,” a machine built to unlock and explore the mysteries of the universe – making things possible that were previously relegated only to science fiction. In this fantastical, mysterious town, poignant human tales are told that bare universal emotional experiences while drawing on the intrigue of genre storytelling.

**TELL ME A STORY**

Tell Me a Story takes the world's most beloved fairy tales and reimagines them as a dark and twisted psychological thriller. Set in modern day New York City, the first season of this serialized drama interweaves “The Three Little Pigs,” “Little Red Riding Hood,” and “Jack and the Beanstalk” into an epic and subversive tale of love, loss, greed, revenge and murder. Magnussen will play Nick, a young high school teacher who's handsome, seductive, and quite possibly a wolf in sheep's clothing. After a wild night with a girl he met at a nightclub results in a hookup but no phone numbers swapped, he thinks his chances with her have gone out the window. But when he runs into her again, he's sure to take advantage of his second chance, proving he's sensitive, understanding... and, quite possibly, too good to be true.
The 1953-set Them: Covenant centers around Alfred and Lucky Emory, who decide to move their family from North Carolina to an all-white Los Angeles neighborhood. The family’s home on a tree lined, seemingly idyllic street becomes ground zero where malevolent forces both real and supernatural threaten to taunt, ravage and destroy them.

**“THE TOE” Feature Film**

**CAST:** Bruce Willis

**PRODUCER:** Aaron Kogan

**WIEDEMANN & BERG FILMPRODUKTION**

Akademiestrasse 7, Munich D-80799 Germany

**PHONE:** +49 89 45 2323 70  **FAX:** +49 89 45 2323 99

Set in 2070, the series picks up after a mysterious global catastrophe with what remains of Europe fractured into countless micro-states. Several so-called ‘Tribes’ fight for dominance over the continent as three siblings set out to change the fate of the new Europa.

**“THE UMBRELLA ACADEMY” 02 Series / Netflix**

**CAST:** Luther (Hopper), Diego (Castañeda), Allison (Raver-Lampman), Vanya (Page), Klaus (Sheehan) and Number Five (Gallagher) — as they work together to solve their father’s mysterious death while coming apart at the seams due to their divergent personalities and abilities. Luther (Hopper) was groomed by his father from an early age to be the leader of The Umbrella Academy — a responsibility that has always weighed heavily on him. He is resilient, a workaholic, and possesses the ability of heightened physical strength. Upstanding to a fault, Luther always tries to do the right thing, even if that means putting others before himself. Allison (Raver-Lampman) is a beautiful, elegant, and a formerly world-famous movie star who possesses the power of suggestion — anything she says aloud comes to pass. Her life seems perfect from the outside, but her ability has undermined every relationship she’s ever had. With her career on the decline and her marriage in shambles, she refuses to use her power as she seeks a more authentic life. Diego (Castañeda) is a skilled, intense vigilante who has a real problem with authority. He isn’t as naturally strong or smart as his siblings, so he’s worked three times as hard for everything. Believing he should have been the leader of his family instead of his brother, he carries a massive chip on his shoulder that makes him hostile to just about everyone. Number Five (Gallagher) appears to be a thirteen year old boy, but in actuality he is a fifty-eight-year-old man trapped in the body of a child. He doesn’t suffer fools and is the smartest person in the room. He’s haunted by the things he’s seen and done, and is on the verge of losing his grip on reality. Klaus (Sheehan) is a drug addict and lovable mess of a human being and yet, if you ask him, any day now his life is going to turn around. He’s a classic “middle child” — a disarming pleaser who is seemingly everyone’s friend, but will rob you blind without thinking twice.
**“UNCANNY VALLEY”** Feature Film

MORTON JANKEL ZANDER
2201 Carmelina Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90064

PHONE: 310-826-6200    FAX: 310-826-6219

STATUS: January 16     LOCATION: Los Angeles
PRODUCER: David Zander - Emma Wilcockson - Janet Nowosad - Shelly Scillone - Melanie Wager - Betsy Oliver
WRITER/DIRECTOR: Nicolai Fuglsig

This film features 3 short, standalone stories, that are interconnected in time, space and theme by the ultimate fate of its characters. All three stories are set against a backdrop of a scorched and smoke covered Los Angeles in the year 2020. In downtown LA, a homeless ventriloquist & his 3 child-like puppets form a special bond with a young autistic boy from Skid Row. A pharmacy robbery at a hospital escalates violently outside of control as 2 frat boy addicts and their drug dealer take hostages as they flee from police across LA. An eccentric down on her luck female artist creates a voiced silicone sex doll replica of herself and hires it out as an escort.

---

**“UNSOLVED MYSTERIES”** Series / Netflix

21 LAPS ENTERTAINMENT
10201 West Pico Blvd., Building 41, Suite 400, Los Angeles, CA 90064

PHONE: 310-369-7170    FAX:310-969-0809

STATUS: February 2019
PRODUCER: Terry Dunn Meurer - Christine Lenig
COSGROVE-MEURER PRODUCTIONS 4303 W. Verdugo Ave., Burbank, CA 91604 818-843-5600    FAX: 818-843-8585
NETFLIX 5800 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood, CA 90028 310-734-2900 lahiring@netflix.com

The series reboot uses re-enactments and interviews to retell the circumstances of, well, mysteries that are unsolved. Covering crimes, tales of lost love, unexplained history and paranormal events, viewers are encouraged to call in with information that might solve the mystery.

---

**“UNTITLED ALYSE KENNY PROJECT”** Pilot

SYMBOIC EXCHANGE, LTD.
41 Canal Street, 4th Floor, New York, NY 10013   joe@sibolicexchange.com

PHONE: 646-569-5074 - 646-786-1892

STATUS: Active Development
PRODUCER: James Schamus - Scott Macaulay
WRITER/DIRECTOR: Kitty Green
CAST: Julia Garner
FORENSIC FILMS One Worth Street Second Floor, New York, NY 10013 212-966-1110 FAX: 212-966-1125

The story of the day in the life of one of Harvey Weinstein’s assistants. (Due to shoot in New York next year.)

---

**“UNTITLED KITTY GREEN PROJECT”** Feature Film

TENCENT PICTURES
Tencent Building Kejizhongyi Avenue Hi-techPark, Nanshan District, Shenzhen China   robree@tencent.com

PHONE: +8675586013388    FAX: +8675586013399

STATUS: Q2 2019
PRODUCER: Channing Tatum - Reid Carolin - Peter Kiernan - Michael Paretts - Edward Cheng - Howard Chen - Conor Zorn
WRITER: Matt Lieberman - Alex Rubens
DIRECTOR: David Sandberg LP: John Scotti
FREE ASSOCIATION 323-892-2995 michael@freearrangement.ia
STXFILMS 3900 West Alameda Avenue 32nd Floor, Burbank, CA 91505 310-742-2300 info@stxentertainment.com

A ½ hour scripted comedy based on the true life stories of New York standup comedian, Alyse Kenny. Set against the gritty backdrop of New York City, Ally Klein desperately tries to navigate the chaotic ups-and-downs of her day job at the city’s largest hotel; campy commercial auditions, and disastrous dating life. “Ally” sheds light on relevant issues of today with a unique sense of humor brought to you by a writer/comedian who has lived her story.

---

**“UNTITLED SOUTH CAROLINA PROJECT”** Series / Netflix

NETFLIX
5800 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood, CA 90028    lahiring@netflix.com

PHONE: 310-734-2900

STATUS: Early-May 2019     LOCATION: South Carolina

Follows a group of friends in a beach tourist town. (May - August)
Gibson plays The Pastor.

grassroots war against the cartel in an attempt to avenge his brother and eradicate the rat

The story is

SIDNEY KIMMEL ENT. 9460 Wilshire Boulevard Suite 500, Beverly Hills, CA 90212 310

DI BONAVENTURA PICTURES 5555 Melrose Avenue De Mille Building 2nd Floor, LA, CA 90038 323

PRODUCER:

STATUS:

NU BOYANA FILM STUDIOS

84 Kumata Street, Kinozentar, Boyana, Sofia 1616 Bulgaria

STATUS: Spring 2019 LOCATION: Bulgaria - Canary Islands

PRODUCER: Lorenzo di Bonaventura - Mark Vahradian - Matt Berenson - Joe Gatta - Sidney Kimmel

WRITER: Nick Ball - John Niven DIRECTOR: Tommy Wirkola PM: Rob Van Norden CAST: Mel Gibson - Colin Farrell

DI BONAVENTURA PICTURES 5555 Melrose Avenue De Mille Building 2nd Floor, LA, CA 90038 323-956-5454 FAX: 323-862-2288

SIDNEY KIMMEL ENT. 9460 Wilshire Boulevard Suite 500, Beverly Hills, CA 90212 310-777-8818 reception@skefilms.com

MILLENIUM MEDIA 6423 Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles, CA 90048 310-388-6900 info@millennium-media.net

The story is centered on family and revenge, and follows a retired marine whose brother is killed by a multi-national drug cartel. He decides to wage a grassroots war against the cartel in an attempt to avenge his brother and eradicate the rat-infested mess the cartel has become. Farrell plays Drex and Gibson plays The Pastor.
Moiraine believes one of them might be the reincarnation of an incredibly powerful individual, whom prophecies say will either save humanity or destroy it. The series draws on numerous elements of European and Asian culture and philosophy, most notably the cyclical nature of time found in Buddhism and Hinduism.

Havana, Cuba, autumn 1990. René Gonzalez, 33, a former soldier with a weathered face, leads a quiet life with his wife and daughter. One day, without warning his loved ones, he steals a plane and lands in it Florida. René departed for the United States as a government spy. He is part of the “Cuban Five”, a group of secret agents who infiltrated America.

A robot malfunction creates havoc and terror for unsuspecting vacationers at a futuristic, adult-themed amusement park. Hopkins is set to play Dr. Robert Ford, the brilliant, taciturn and complicated creative director, chief programmer and chairman of the board of Westworld, who has an uncompromising creative vision for the park — and unorthodox methods of achieving it. Wood will portray Dolores Abernathy, the quintessential farm girl of the frontier West — who is about to discover that her entire idyllic existence is an elaborately constructed lie. (March - September)
“THE WRONG MISSY” Feature Film

HAPPY MADISON
10202 West Washington Boulevard Judy Garland Building, Culver City, CA 90232
PHONE: 310-244-3100 FAX: 310-244-3353
STATUS: February 2019 LOCATION: Hawaii
PRODUCER: Allen Covert - Kevin Grady WRITER: Kevin Barnett - Chris Pappas DIRECTOR: Tyler Spindel LP: Barry Bernardi
CAST: Adam Sandler - David Spade
NETFLIX 5800 Sunset Boulevard, 12th Floor, Los Angeles, CA 90025 310-734-2900 lahirng@netflix.com

“WU-TANG: AN AMERICAN SAGA” Series / Hulu

IMAGINE TELEVISION STUDIOS
150 S. El Camino Dr., Suite 100, Beverly Hills, CA 90212
hr@imagine-entertainment.com
PHONE: 310-858-2000 FAX: 310-858-2020
STATUS: Mid-February 2019 LOCATION: New York
PRODUCER: Brian Grazer - Francie Calfo - Method Man - Robert Ortiz WRITER/PRODUCER: RZA - Alex Tse LP: Robert Ortiz
HULU 2500 Broadway, Santa Monica, CA 90404 310-571-4700 content@hulu.com
Staten Island, 1991 - gang rivalry, violence and drugs are just a part of daily life. Avoid them if you want to get by, embrace it if you want to thrive. For a few young men who have already become caretakers for their families, it's all seen as a way to make it big - but for some of them, music might be an option.

“YOU ME EVERYTHING” Feature Film

TEMPLE HILL ENTERTAINMENT
9255 Sunset Boulevard Suite 900, West Hollywood, CA 90069
marty@templehillent.com
PHONE: 310-270-4383 FAX: 310-270-4395
STATUS: Active Development
PRODUCER: Marty Bowen WRITER: Robert Nelson Jacobs DIRECTOR: Sophie Brooks
LIONSGATE 2700 Colorado Ave. Suite 200, Santa Monica, CA 90404 310-449-9200 resumes@lionsgate.com
Set in the French countryside during an idyllic summer vacation. Jess and her ten-year-old son William set off to spend the summer in the sunlit hills of the Dordogne where Jess’ ex-boyfriend and William’s father, Adam, runs a beautiful hotel in a restored castle. Adam and William don’t know of each other’s existence so Jess will have to find a way to reunite him but she has a secret of her own that she can’t let anyone discover, especially her son.

“YOU” 02 Series / Netflix

PRODUCTION OFFICE
yous2@gmail.com
PHONE: 323-827-8500

STATUS: February 4 LOCATION: Los Angeles
PRODUCER: Sarah Schechte - Leslie Morgenstein - Gina Girolamo - Sera Gamble - Marcos Siega
SHOWRUNNER: Greg Berlanti - Ryan Lindenberg LP: Ann Kindberg
BERLANTI PRODUCTIONS /4000 Warner Boulevard Building 142, Burbank, CA 91522 818-954-2929 FAX: 818-977-9728
ALLOY ENTERTAINMENT 4000 Warner Blvd., Bldg. 146, Rm. 203, Burbank, CA 91522 818-954-3074 FAX: 818-954-3508
WARNER HORIZON TELEVISION 3601 West Olive Avenue Suite 700, Burbank, CA 91505 818-954-6000
NETFLIX 5800 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood, CA 90028 310-734-2900 lahirng@netflix.com
You asks the question, “What would you do for love?” Joe Goldberg is a man who will do just about anything when love is at stake. Joe's heart got tragically broken in Season One, and his past just caught up with him in the form of long-lost ex-girlfriend Candace-- a woman now hell-bent on teaching him a lesson. In Season Two, Joe moves to a new city, to lay low & figure out how to deal with his revenge-driven ex: sunny Los Angeles. Joe picked LA because, frankly, he hates everything about it, making it a perfect place for him to hide. The last thing he expects is to meet an incredible new woman & fall in love. Can Joe take care of his past so he can start fresh, this time with the right woman? Can he finally make love work? (February 4 - June 24)
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